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SPORTS: Laker Thieke Set To Play In All-Star Game

LEDGER&IRITIES
Thursday, June 23, 2005

.Cents
Murray soldier commended after insurgent firefight
Statf Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Sgt. Dustin Morris of Murray has
been awarded the U.S. Army's
Commendation Medal for valorous
actions taken during a firelight with
insurgents in Iraq, the Associated Press
reported.
Morris and Spc. Jesse Ordunez of
Marshall County were both awarded
the medal along with the bronze 'V'for
their actions on March 20 when their

unit, the Richmond, Ky.- based 617th
Military Police Company, was ordered
to assist a convoy under attack by insurgents. The fight ended with 27 insurgent fighters killed, six wounded, and
one captured, according to the AP.
According to the United States
Army Insignia Web site, the
Commendation Medal is awarded to
soldiers that demonstrate valor in combat. If a bronze 'V' device is also
issued, it denotes "heroism, meritorious

achievement, or meritorious service."
The honor was established by the secretary of war as a ribbon only in 1945;
the medal was added in 1949.
Subsequent awards are denoted by
bronze oak leaf clusters. A silver oak
leaf cluster is worn in lieu of five
bronze leafs.
Staff Sgt. Timothy Nein of Indiana,
commander of the police unit, had
ordered the soldiers to defend the convoy and attack the insurgents.

Afterward, Nein, Sgt. Leigh Ann Hester
of Nashville, and Spc. Jason Mike of
Radcliff received the Silver Star; the
nation's third highest honor for valor in
combat.
Hester was the first female to
receive the Silver Star since World War
The unit reportedly pinned down the
enemy fighters and did not allow them
to escape.
"The (terrorists) didn't have a choice

but to stay and fight," Nein told the
Associated Press.
Three other soldiers, Spc. Ashely
Pullen of Danville, Spc. William
Haynes II, hometown not listed, and
Spc. Casey Cooper of Princeton, were
awarded the Bronze Star with a 'V.'
Cooper. who was injured during the
fight, was also awarded a Purple Heart.
The Medals were awarded on June
16 at Camp Liberty, Iraq.

Salaries, safety Fountain of Youth
discussed by
MCCH board
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By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Wnter
Nearly $650,000 will be
added to the annual payroll to
make jobs at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital more competitive with its regional peers and a
new workers' compensation carrier could help provide a safer
workplace environment for the
employees.
After
much
discussion
Wednesday, the MCCH Board
of Trustees approved AIG's bid
for a workers' compensation
plan with a $200.000 individual
deductible as the hospital's new
carrier, coming with a worsecase scenario annual cost of
about $1 million. The proposal
was one of tour 4110. Brad
Bloemer, the hospital's vice
president of finances, presented
to board members.
Meanwhile, the $650,000 in
salary adjustments will combine
with a similar adjustment eight
months ago to bring the total
investment to about $1.4 million. The adjustment will put the
average salary for all employees
in the 65th percentile of the
region, as determined by data
from the Kentucky Hospitals
Association.
The wage adjustments will
try to bring all employees above
the regional market average.
The move also increases experience calculations for registered
nurses and LPNs.
The hospital's history with
worker's compensation has been
troubling. Its last two carriers
went bankrupt, leaving the hospital with unpaid claims to settle.
In April, Bloemer told the
board its former carrier, AIK,
assessed additional fees to its
members. AIK can allocate

You can't put a

price on an injury at
the workplace. it's
not just a black-andwhite money issue.
it's about more than
that.
y
— Burton Young
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital board member
assessments to its members for
capital expenses. AIK was the
hospital's carrier for 18 months
from January 2003 to June 2004.
If the hospital were to pay all the
fees the company wants to
assess, nearly $1.8 million will
have been paid from MCCH to
AIK, but Bloemer has recommended waiting until the additional $200,000 fee is better
addressed and possibility settled. The hospital paid a
$243,000 assessment last year.
The hospital's temporary
workers compensation carrier
— Kentucky Association of
Counties — also has an assessment clause and was among the
four bids presented Wednesday.
Murray-Calloway is KACO's
only hospital client and represents 5.5 percent of the company's $15.5 million annual premium. KACO covers Calloway
County employees and was used
a temporary solution to the
ongoing
problem
because
MCCH is jointly owned by the
county and city governments.
A1G had two bids in the mix

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photo

Daniel Bowden, right, and Samuel Saylor, both part of the First Baptist Church Day
Camp program, found an easy way to cool themselves during a Wednesday afternoon visit to the Central Park swimming facility Here, they simply stood under a
fountain positioned at one of the smaller pools on the site and let the water splash
over them on a hot day in Murray. The same type of weather is expected today, too.

•See Page 2A

Zoning
tackles
singlefamily
issue
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Murray is not a small town
anymore.
That's what one Murray
Board of Zoning Adjustments
member said in the middle of a
more than three-hour meeting
Wednesday night. The six
requests included conditional
use permits and other variances
from the zoning ordinance.
The comment may have been
said partially in jest, but the,
town is changing and growing as
the university expands, more
residential anti bustlw,
s developments are constructed and
people want to upgrade older
homes.
One growing issue is nonrelated people living in singlefamily residential zones near the
campus. Neighborhoods just to
the west of Murray State have
become extensions of the campus in a sense, with college students living among families
where they are within walking
distance of classes.
Earlier this month, the board
approved a conditional use permit for a volleyball player to live
at 1702 Olive St. with two other
people as long as she is a MSU
student. The board added conditions, including a 10:30 p.m.
curfew on outdoor activities.
after several neighbors spoke
against allowing the students to
live there.
A similar request came
Wednesday night — this time on
the east side of campus. Bill
Cavins asked the board to allow

•See Page 2A

Local changes possible for 2006 elections Applications accepted

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
County Clerk Ray Coursey
Jr. says a federally-mandated
inspection of the county's 28
polling precinct facilities has
been completed and that there
will be few changes in where
voters line up at the ballot box in
2006.
During a meeting of the
Calloway County Board of
Elections in the clerk's office
Wednesday morning, Coursey
told board members that the
greatest expense associated with
meeting the new requirements
would be the purchase of
voting
portable electronic

machines that can be used by the
blind or other handicapped persons unable to use standard
equipment.
"I want to ask that we formally adopt the eslate (brand) as our
secondary voting machine,"
Coursey said, pointing out that
he would ask county magistrates
to take bids from vendors across
the nation to get the best deal on
the purchase. The expense could
be as high as $120,000; all, of
which, the county must pay up
front. However, most or all of
the cost will be refunded by state
and federal government.
Coursey said he would also
look into the purchase of booths

or other accessories that would
provide required privacy to voters that want to use the optional
equipment.
"You wouldn't want to just
stand there in the floor and do
that." he said.
There was some question
about why the new machines
would be necessary since the
standard voting machines are so
easy to use. However the new
equipment features a voice program that can speak to blind voters or possibly those who cannot
read, providing accuracy and
privacy through the use of ear
phones with all the capability of
a standard voting machine.

Coursey said he would
expect to have someone at each
polling place to help those that
use the eslate, but that there
should be no serious problems
with their use. "Once we get
used to them it should be as easy
as our regular voting machines,"
he said.
Also, there could be some
voter precincts that will see a
change for Primary Election
Day 2006.
In the only definite change so
far, voting booths that were
scheduled for placement at the

•See Page 2A

for Freedom Fest events
Special to the Ledger
Freedom Fest 2005 is just around the corner and applications
are still being accepted
for a number of activities.
Applications for the
Regions Bank Talent Show are still being accepted. and the deadline has been extended to Friday. The talent show is July 2 at
11:30 a.m. on the Court Square. Applications are available at the
Murray Tourism Commission, or on the Freedom Fest Web site
— www.murraytourism.org.
All kinds of talents are welcome, whether it be singing, jug-

II See Page 2A
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Series of unfortunate events led to Scout's ordeal

•Events ...

Utah wilderness before a rescuer quarter-mile jog along a familiar
By The Associated Press
BOUNTIFUL, Utah (AP) — found him in good condition camp road. Brian said he'll
never again let a buddy out of
When Brennan Hawkins was Tuesday.
his sight.
to
what
led
to
clues
Some
slow to wiggle out of his body
Martin
father,
Brian's
harness at a Brennan's four-day odyssey
climbing have emerged, though the boy Christensen, was the Scout
wall, his 11- has revealed few details: Factors leader who invited Brennan to
year -old include his partner's failure to join his own 11 -year-old son on
buddy yelled follow a key Scout rule to a training outing for older scouts
up always look out for your buddy, at the Boy Scout camp in the
"catch
me" a wrong turn Brennan took in Uinta Mountains, about 60 miles
with
and ran for a the woods and the boy's strict east of Salt Lake City.
Christensen said he "pepsteak dinner adherence to parental advice to
Boy avoid strangers — in this case pered" Brennan with questions
with
on his return, trying to learn how
rescue workers.
Scouts.
Hawkins
Under Scout rules, Brian he got lost and what he was
That's the
last anyone Christensen and Brennan were doing.
Brennan does not remember
saw of Brennan before he took a supposed to keep an eye on each
of the time he was missmuch
figured
he
said
Brian
but
other,
and
camp
Scout
a
at
turn
wrong
has said he drank stream
He
ing.
a
on
behind
far
wasn't
Brennan
spent four days wandering the

From Front
gling, dancing or even stand-up
comedy. This event is open to all
ages, but has a limited number
of slots.
Other application deadlines
on the horizon include Pella's
Reunion" Parade
"Family
(deadline is Friday); RotaryMax Hurt Memorial Golf
Tournament (limited slots left);
and street fair (Monday).
Participants for the Lion's
Club Journey for Sight 5K Run
and Briggs and Stratton Main
Street Mile may register at the
event.

III Zoning ...
From Front
his son and another male student
to live in the house he owns at
1302 Farris Ave. The board
denied the request. Helen Spann
was the only board member who
voted in favor of the conditional
use permit. Bill Whitaker, Scott
Seiber, Ed Davis and George
Stockton voted against it. Davis
and Stockton voted against the
earlier Olive Street request too.
"There is zoning in place to
protect the neighborhood,"
Stockton said.
Seven neighbors spoke during the public hearing, and only
one was in support of Cavins
being allowed to have one nonrelated roommate in the threebedroom, two-bathroom house.
The ones opposed seemed
most concerned with setting a
precedent east of campus. Philip
Moore, whose property at 1303
Olive Blvd. is behind Farris
Avenue. spoke on behalf of the
20-family ()live Boulevard
Association.

WEATHER
Tonight will be
mostly clear.
HIGH:
Friday will be
mostly sunny
with highs in the
mid 90s.
LOW: Friday night will
be mostly clear
with lows in the
lower 70s.
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own Crier
NOTICE
•The Murray City Council
will meet at 6:30 p.m. today at
city hall. The agenda includes
several municipal orders
appointing people to different
boards. The public safety
committee will meet at 5:30
p.m. to discuss wrecker procedures and alcohol regulations.
• South Fourth Street
between Poplar and Maple
streets will be closed June 29
and June 30 from 6 to 9 p.m.
for First Baptist Church's "I
Believe in America" presentation.
II To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

"There's a lot of concern
amongst the neighbors," he said.
"We hate to see a precedent
established."
Meanwhile, a new coffeehouse is planned near campus.
Murray Christian Fellowship
owns 1506 and 1508 Chestnut
St. — a sort of island among the
northside of MSU's campus.
The property is surrounded by
two Murray State parking lots
and intramural fields. Across the
street is the Collins Industry and
Technology Center.
The board unanimously
approved allowing the coffeehouse in the multi-family residential zone at 1506 Chestnut.
The house will have three dining
areas and serve coffee and pastries once Life House Pregnancy
Care Center moves. Life House
hopes to be in its new location
near Poplar Street site across
from the Weaks Center by the
end of next month.
The coffeehouse will be open
to the public, most likely from
late morning to late night hours,
but it will be an extension of
MCF's ministry to college students.
"He's not aiming at your
average morning coffee crowd,"
MCF Board of Directors Chair
Bill Call told the BZA.
Both properties on Chestnut
Street house students on their
second floors. The first floor at
1508 Chestput is used as the
ministry'vittt4ting space. While'
a group of board members, students and alumni pondered what
to do with the neighboring
building, a student was separately thinking about opening a coffeehouse. Call said it seemed
like the right thing to do when

their plans intersected.
"Those of us of faith believe
the Lord puts things together,"
he said.
On Tuesday, the Murray
Planning Commission seemed
supportive of rezoning a historically industrial area to allow a
old tobacco warehouse and later
garment factory to be transformed into a retail, office and
residential development.
The building at the corner of
Poplar and South L.P. Miller
streets is sitting vacant, but its
owner Larry Herndon said it's
still sturdy and seems to be
awaiting a new' purpose. The
once surrounding industry is
basically gone as manufacturing
and similar companies have
found new homes north of town.
Herndon bought the property
in 1992, thinking he could transform it them. But an architect
friend drew up plans that turned
the building into professional
offices. "That's a lot of space for
professional offices, so I put it
on the back burner," he said.
Since then, the warehousing
industry has declined. The threestory building constructed in the
1930s as a tobacco processing
plant has ceiling heights varying
between 9 and 12 feet. He envisions a modern multiple-use
facility.
Residential use is not permitted in an industrial zone, according to the cipy.'s ordinance. City
planning.sthritriernts'in brought
the idea before the Murray
on
Commission
Planning
Tuesday to find out what its
members thought about possible
rezoning the area for downtown
business uses, the zone of some
adjacent property.

"One thing we have seen at
these planning conferences is
new ways of urbanization to
revitalize our downtown," said
Sam Perry, the city's planning
assistant.
City officials haven't talked
to adjacent property owners
about such a zoning change.
Any official step forward with
the project would involve holding a public hearing to hear what
neighbors think. Planning commissioners could approve a zoning change after such a hearing
if they found enough evidence
of change in the area.
In their preliminary discussion, commissioners seemed
open to the idea.
"It seems to me nothing is
happening down there, so it
would be a good thing if anything happens — well, almost
anything," Commissioner Tom
Kind said in support of revitalizing downtown.
While his plans are preliminary, Herndon told the commission he'd like to have retail
renters on the first floor, office
space in the middle level and
loft apartments on the third
floor. He said longtime Murray
residents may have been leery of
supporting a multi-use project
more than a decade ago when he
first bought the property. But.
now, he said, more people have
moved into the area and younger
people have grown up sealing
similar setups on television"
"Since I've owned it, every
young person who has walked in
it begged me to let them live
upstairs," Herndon said. "... You
have a world of kids who have
seen it on TV and in the
movies."

water but had no food for four
days and spent nights huddled
with his sweat shirt pulled over
his legs.
However. Christensen has
reconstructed the boy's most
probable route after pouring
maps.
topographical
over
reviewing search tactics and getting what answers he could out
of Brennan.
determined
Christensen
Brennan immediately took a
wrong turn from the 60-foot
chipboard climbing wall, walking toward his tent camp instead
of the mess trailer. When he
realized his mistake, he doubled
back through some burned
woods but took another wrong
turn at the first trail he came
across, the Smith's Fork Trail.
What followed surprised rescue professionals: Brennan followed the steep trail out of a narrow river valley where the Boy
Scout camp is hard to miss,
climbing 400 feet over a mountain ridge and farther away from
the roaring East Fork of the Bear
River.
"He defied the convention,"
Christensen said. "Ninety per-

•Elections

Utah Scout doing
'remarkably well'
A day after being
found, Boy Scout
Brennan Hawkins
was doing well
The 11-year-old
boy was lost for
tour days in the
Utah wilderness
150 Wasatch-Caoha
National Foripat
0

2 me

- 2 krn
UTAH

East Fork of
the Bear River
Boy Scout
Reservation
SOURCE: ESRI

AP

cent of kids who get lost will go
downhill, and you will find them
within the first hours or a day of
a search."

••

New Concord Volunteer Fire
will
building
Department
instead be located at the New
Concord Church of Christ.
Meanwhile, board members are
considering another location for
polling equipment now scheduled for placement in the Ilth
Precinct at the Christian
Community Church on 16th
Street in Murray. Entranceway
problems may force a move to
another site somewhere nearby.
Whether or not polling equipment will be relocated, the board
plans to provide two voting
machines for precinct voters in
2006 because there were reports
that the wait was so long last
year that voters were leaving
before they had a chance to vote.
Also, the use of the Dexter
Community Center as a polling
site might also have to be reconsidered unless officials can
come up with the money and
labor to construct an 18-foot,

President Dr. King Alexander
about providing handicapped
parking close to the front door at
Racer Arena. Apparently, existing handicapped parking is too
far from the upper level of the
facility to meet federal voting
requirements.
As a result of confusion and
accusations of fraud and intimidation of minorities and the
handicapped during the disputed
2000 presidential election, counties across the nations must now
upgrade voting equipment and
polling places to meet stringent
federal standards from regulations detailed in a 26-page
checklist issued by the Civil
Rights Division of the U.S
Department of Justice.
The changes are related to
requirements of the Americans
with Disabilities Act and are
designed to make sure every
voters has unhindered access to
the polls. Noting that most of
Calloway County's voting facilities and equipment can meet the

concrete handicapped ramprThe
existing ramp is too short and

itaadarda With little Modification, Coursey said most voters

From Front

steep to meet federal regulations. according to Coursey.
Board members are now trying
to find a way to keep the polling
place at the facility.
Coursey said he has also contacted Murray State University

will see rio changes at all.
He has previously estimated
the entire cost of the upgrade at
about $150,000; including the
purchase of the electronic voting
machines.

board member Burton Young
said. "... You can't put a price on
an injury at the workplace. It's
not just a black-and-white
money issue. It's about more
than that."
Dave
member
Board
Garrison emphasized investing
money internally for safety programs. "If we are going to have
a successful safety program, we
have to take ownership," he
said. "You can put 50 companies
names on some letterhead and
they won't drive it. It has to be
all the way down from the
administration to management
to the lowest paid part-time
worker."
Workplace accidents affect
more than just workers' compensation. They also can hurt
morale and create staffing concerns. But MCCH is seeing a
significant reduction in its on-

the-job accidents, according to
information Vice President of
Human Resources Keith Travis
presented to the board.
In May,there were 13 recordable accidents — eight in the
hospital and five in the longterm care division. Eight other
accidents were for report only.
So far this year, there have been
51 accidents, compared to 116
for the same time last year. At
this pace, Travis said he estimates 182 accidents between
October 2004 and September
2005, compared to 283 in the
same time frame a year ago.
"I think we are on the right
track if we just keeping going,"
Rose said. "If we bring AIG in
to do some safety programs, we
will really improve. You don't
want to ever have anyone hurt,
but this is good news."

•Safety ...
assessment was among the top- the higher premium," CEO Jon
ics board members discussed. O'Shaughnessy said.
While KACO was the cheap— the one that was accepted and Chairman Jack Rose described
at $859,906, some board
est
level
comfort
a
a lesser individual deductible of the dialogue as
$100,000. The fourth bid was a versus a cost level. AIG's bids members expressed concerns
$200,000 deductible plan from came in at $1.18 million for the that meant if the company
Travelers. KACO was the only lesser deductible and about $1 underbid requests then it could
four of the bids that included an million for the accepted plan. assess additional fees to make
assessment clause if the compa- Travelers was the most costly at up the difference.
Bloemer said the costs were
ny needs additional revenue for $1.2.
on the hospital's 2004-05
based
accessian
avoid
can
we
"If
capital expenses.
possible bility clause, I am willing to pay claims that totaled $477,584,
a
Eliminating
which is higher than usual.
Claims in the past five years
averaged $3I 2,000.
Another factor was the possibility for future premium
decreases for safety programs
that reduce work-related accidents. AIG has such a program
the hospital is interested in
using.
"My thought on it is that it's
not just a money issue. We need
a safety program in place,"

From Front
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with how hard your money is working for you. talk to Mark
Vinson at Heritage Solutions. He can help you understand the
balance between risk and potential investment return. He knows
you want higher returns but don't want to spend your time
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worrying about your investments. Let Mark

FEATURING INSPIRATIONAL
SPEAKER AND

show you how an AIG* Bonus Tax-Deferred

VIETNAM WAR VETERAN

Annuity, while not FDIC insured, might

Lieutenant Clebe McClary

help you earn more investment income
with a level of risk that won't leave you questioning your
decision. • CALL MARK TODAY AT 270-753-9034.
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Very rarely are most people given the opportunity to listen to a true American hero. With the hectic pace of the world today, the word hero often gets lost in the headlines.
Clebe McClary's fight with the pain and disabilities he suffered as a result of his service in Vietnam
is truly amazing. He spent over two years in the hospital, undergoing 34 major surgeries and countless hours of physical therapy.
Clebe McClary has been a well-respected member of the National Speakers Associate for almost
ten years and a professional motivator for over 30 years. He has conquered adversity to become one
of America's most popular speakers. "Giving what it takes!"
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PellceSherlifloss
Murray Police Department
• Criminal mischief was reported at the WATCH Center at 7.16

a.m. Wednesday.

• Extra patrol was requested after a burglary was reported at
12:02 p.m. Wednesday at 641 Storage.
• A burglary was reported at 7:26 p.m. Wednesday at 1730
University Heights.
•A burglary was reported at 8:54 p.m. Wednesday at 213 S. 16th
St.
• A theft was reported at 11:17 p.m. Wednesday at a 501
Northwood Drive apartment.

Murray State University PolIce Department

• A cell phone was reported stolen at 3:51 p.m. Tuesday at the
Curds Center. The theft is under investigation.

Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• Stolen gas was reported at 2:15 p.m. Tuesday at the C-Marl in
Hazel. The case is under investigation.
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies.

Grand jury to hear
sexual assault case
Innocent plea
entered to
threatening
charges by
Marshall man
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
BENTON, Ky. — A Murray
man charged in a Marshall
County assault and a Benton
man charged in making a bomb
threat
to
Murray
State
University appeared in Marshall
District Court on Wednesday.
Michael C. Adams, 55, is
charged with
kidnapping
and
firstdegree sexual assault in
a June 11
incident. A
Marshall
grand jury
will hear his
Adams
case, maybe
as early as
July 28.
Adams was charged with
abusing a woman at knifepoint
after the woman swerved into a
Kenlake park ranger's vehicle in
Aurora on June .1
Adams
forced the victim at knifepoint to
drive from the Executive Inn in

f

Paducah to Marshall County,
where she was sexually assaulted as the vehicle went down the
road, according to Marshall
County Sheriff's Department.
Police also said the victim said
he threatened to kill her and put
her in the trunk.
In cowl Wednesday, Adams
said that the woman propositioned him. The two knew each
other from their Murray workplace.
In a separate case, Craig
Steven
Powell
pleaded
innocent to
first-degree
terroristic
threatening
for sending
threatening
to
letters
Powell
Marshall
County
Sheriff's Department as well as
media and an FBI office in
Paducah. He will be back in
Marshall District Court next
week for a pre-trial conference.
Powell, 36, faces another
first-degree terroristic threatening charge stemming from a
telephone threat to MSU's
Pogue Library on June 15. He
was arrested Monday after
Murray State University Police
and Marshall County Sheriff's
officers investigated the threats.
The Calloway charge will be
handled separately in the court
in Murray.
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Volunteer vacates Capitol office
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Dave Disponett, the Kentucky
Republican Party treasurer who
had a Capitol office as a volunteer in Gov. Ernie Fletcher's
office has given up the firstfloor space so Lt. Gov. Steve
Pence's office can use it,
Disponett said.
Disponett's name has figured
prominently in a complaint filed
with the state Personnel Board
alleging that the Fletcher administration had based hiring of
Merit System workers on politics, in violation of state law.
Administration officials said
Disponett interviewed applicants for political jobs and board
appointments and handled special assignments for Fletcher.
A Fletcher spokeswoman
said neither the complaint nor

objections raised by Democrats
he anything to do with
Disponett's move.
"It was because his volunteer
activities had slowed down since
we have been in office a year
and a half and become established and those type of things,"
spokeswoman Carla Blanton
said. She said Fletcher had not
ordered Disponett to leave.
Disponett declined to comment on whether the hiring
investigation had any role in his
decision.
"I'm just a volunteer and I've
got a lot of work going on back
home, and you know I needed to
be home more, and that's it," he
said Wednesday.
Disponett had the office
along with the services of a
state-paid secretary, even though

Lambert's new chief of
staff had opinionated blog
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — response."
A lawyer who is Chief Justice
Nemes' posts
included
Joseph Lambert's new chief of "Democrats are anti-American"
staff and general counsel posted and "Does a fetus feel pain?"
a personal blog on the Internet before he discontinued the blog.
last year, outlining his personal
Lambert and the other six
opinions about Democrats, gay justices are non-partisan, unlike
marriage and other subjects.
the governor and legislature, and
In his new position, Jason the court's ethics rules prohibit
Nemes, 27, a former Republican them and their employees from
congressional aide, will help the showing bias.
chief justice as he operates the
Nemes said Wednesday he
statewide courts system and ran his blog last year while
issues opinions that define studying law at the University of
Kentucky law.
Louisville.
He
originally
"I had no idea I'd be working focused on opinions issued by
for the Supreme Court. If I did, the U.S. Sixth Circuit Court of
maybe I'd have done things a lit- Appeals in Cincinnati. But, like
tle differently," said Nemes, many bloggers, he quickly
who will make $117,804 a year. changed the emphasis to his own
"You create these (Web) sites opinions.
out of a sense of entertainment,
Nemes said he intended for
and you say some things to be many of his Web postings to be
provocative, just to get a taken only half-seriously.

KEEP COOL WITH A
GE HI-EFFICIENCY
ROOM AIR CONDITIONER!

he had no state title, salary or
official job description.
Leading Democrats criticized
Fletcher, saying Disponett was
not covered by state ethics rules
as a volunteer and should not be
working in the Capitol. They
said Fletcher should move
Disponett out of state offices.
Disponett said he decided to
leave after an official in Pence's
adjacent office asked him if
Pence's office could take over
the space, and he agreed.
"I wasn't going down there
much anymore anyway, so I told
them they could have it if they
wanted," Disponett said.
The attorney general's office
and a special grand jury are
investigating the personnel complaint, which was filed by a former Transportation Cabinet offi-

cial. Earlier this month the grand
jury indicted three transportation officials on misdemeanor
charges.
Fletcher has said that no laws
were broken and contends that
the attorney general's investigation is politically motivated.
One of the critics of
Disponett's having the office,
state Sen. Ernesto Scorsone, DLexington, said Wednesday
"It's a good move. This removes
one cloud from over the Capitol
building. It was unfortunate he
had the office so long."
Scorsone said Disponett
should not have had the office
because his volunteer status
meant that he wasn't accountable to ethics laws that govern
behavior of state officials.

Former Kentucky
justice is dead
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)— James B. Stephenson, a Kentucky
Supreme Court justice from its beginnings in 1976 until 1988,
has died. He was 89.
Stephenson died Tuesday at Frankfort Regional Medical
Center of heart failure, said his grandson, Joe Anderson.
Stephenson was admitted to the Kentucky bar in 1939 and
practiced law in Pike County. He was Pike County Circuit Court
judge from 1958 to 1972, when he was elected to the Kentucky
Court of Appeals, then the state's highest court.
He lost an internal election to become chief justice in 1982 to
Robert F. Stephens, and in 1988 lost a bid for re-election to Dan
Jack Combs.
Justice Donald Wintersheimer of Covington said Stephenson
was often a lone voice on the court for the rights of property owners who objected when mining companies sought to extract coal
from their property. The courts later came around, ruling in 1987
that some coal operators must pay damages to property owners if
property is destroyed during mining.
"In those coal-mining cases, that's where he was particularly
influential because everyone respected his opinions."
Wintersheirner said.
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Flag Politics
don't rush to the defense of the
By RON FOURNIER
flag.
Writer
AP Political
"Democrats ought not put
WASHINGTON (AP)—
s in a position of
themselve
poliin
g
Symbols are everythin
fighting symbolic fights that are
tics. They can get you elected
meaningless," said Democratic
— or defeated. That's why
Chris Lehane of San
strategist
Democrats fear getting singed
he urged
by a proposed flag-burning ban, Francisco. Instead,
wedge issues
find
to
s
Democrat
that
vote
a
into
forced
that can be used against
Republicans will cast as a test
Republicans, such as passing a
of patriotism.
onal resolution
congressi
The GOP-led House voted
demanding to know why bin
286-130 on a measure
Laden is still free.
Wednesday that would give
But many Democrats say it's
Congress authority to ban desecowardly not to fight the ban,
cration of a U.S. flag. Its
and are convinced they won't
prospects aren't good in the
be punished by voters for doing
Senate, but Republicans could
"Voters simply don't believe
so.
an
—
want
they
what
get
still
s are hostile to the
Democrat
issue that divides or even conAmerican flag," Democratic
quers Democrats in the 2006
strategist Jim Jordan said.
and 2008 elections.
Still, he conceded the issue
Democratic Party leaders
Democrats' knees wob"makes
tamper
to
want
don't
generally
said some politicians
and
bly,"
with free-speech rights in the
spot — "surConstitution, but they were split are in a tough
and consultstaff
by
rounded
political
to
on whether to bow
s who are
supporter
and
ants
pressure. After all, the flag
probably more worried about
means more than ever after the
this than they ought to be."
2001 terrorist attacks, and
According to a 2004 poll by
Republicans are not shy about
Freedom Forum, the most
the
political
in
11
Sept.
evoking
available, 53 percent of
recent
fights.
s believed the
American
con2002
the
in
it
did
They
on should not be
Constituti
gressional elections, gaining
amended to make flag-burning
seats, and again in 2004, when
illegal, while 45 percent supterrorism remained the defining
ban.
issue of congressional races and ported a
An informal survey by The
President Bush's re-election
Associated Press found 35 senbid. Republicans returned to
ators on record as opposing the
Sept. 11 in the flag-burning
amendment — one more than
debate.
the number needed to defeat it
"Ask the men and women
if all 100 senators vote.
who stood on top of the Trade
It will not be an easy vote,
Center." said Rep. Randy
as evidenced by the carefully
(Duke) Cunningham, R-Calif.
worded statement issued by
"Ask them and they will tell
York Sen. Hillary Rodham
New
you: 'Pass this amendment."
"I support federal legClinton.
D-N.Y.,
Nadler,
Jerrold
Rep.
would outlaw flag
that
islation
whose district includes the site
desecration, much like laws that
of the former World Trade
currently prohibit the burning
Center, accused Republicans of
of crosses, but I don't believe a
exploiting the attacks.
constitutional amendment is the
protection
needs
"If the flag
answer," she said, adopting a
at all." he said, "it needs protec- position similar to the one taken
tion from members of Congress by her husband, former
who value the symbol more
President Clinton, when he was
than the freedoms that the flag
in office.
represents."
Her aides said there is no
Still, some Democrats, mostcontradiction in being against
ly moderates, said the power of
the flag-burning amendment
that symbol shouldift-bb under-- and for a flag-burning law.
estimated.
They say she believes a fed"I can't imagine when it gets eral law would not trample First
down to it that any Democrat
Amendment rights because, like
would vote against the ban,"
against cross burnings, it
laws
Democratic strategist Ray
ban flag desecration that
would
Strother said. "Something
to pose a threat to
deemed
is
strange is happening in this
— and not acts of politiothers
country. More than ever, people cal expression that are protected
seem to be looking for symbols. by the First Amendment.
What does this flag amendment
However, a law like the one
really mean'? Doesn't matter;
by the senator would
proposed
it's a symbol for something
d in courts
challenge
be
likely
the
ly
else. People, particular
no clear
has
Congress
because
conservative movement, are tryright to outlaw flag burning.
ing to leave a trail of signs that
That is why supporters of the
have larger implications."
ban want to add a one-line
He pointed to the Georgia
amendment to the Constitution
Sen.
Senate race in 2002 when
that says,"The Congress shall
Max Cleland. who lost both
have power to prohibit the
legs and an arm in a grenade
physical desecration of the flag
explosion in Vietnam, lost his
of the United States."
re-election bid after
Whether it passes now, later
Republicans ran ads with picthe proposed amendnever,
or
tures of Osama bin Laden and
ment complicates the lives of
Saddam Hussein that blamed
chastened Democrats. Says
him for thwarting Bush's plans
Strother "We now know the
for a Homeland Security
power of tharslmbols."
Department. Strother said the
Cleland's
ad was an assault on
Ron Fournier has covered
patriotism, a sample of what
politics since 1993.
national
they
if
expect
can
s
Democrat
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Recess Poli
U.N. nominee stalemate

Few options for ending
WASHINGTON (AP)— President Bush
is left with few options for reviving his
stalled nomination of John Bolton to be
U.N. ambassador. And all carry potential
political liabilities, including what might be
his last resort: an end run around the Senate
with a recess appointment.
Increasing pressure
on Senate Majority
Leader Bill Frist for an
up-and down vote, as
the president did on
Tucsday. seeniis.unli4(ely
Yo ay off and ctnild
keep the Senate bogged
down.
Washington
"He asked that we
to work," Frist
continue
Today
By Tom Raum said after lunch with the
president. "And we'll
Associated
continue to work."
Press Writer
Yet there was no indication Bush or Frist
could pick up support to end the
Democratic blocking tactics. Instead, the
trend seemed heading the other way.
Republican Sen. George Voinovich of
Ohio, who voted last month to break the filibuster, sided with Democrats on Monday's
54-38 vote. That was six short of the 60
required to break a filibuster.
Bush could bow to Democratic demands
and turn over more material on Bolton. But
that would be seen as a stinging concession
by the president — and there's no guarantee
Democrats would drop their delaying tactics.
Or Bush could circumvent the process
and give Bolton a short-term recess
appointment to the post — as early as the
approaching Fourth of July congressional
break. This could be the path of least resistance.
But while it would let Bush seat Bolton
at the United Nations with the stroke of a
pen, he could serve only to January 2007,
when the current Congress adjourns.
Sen. Joseph Bide'''. D-Del., a leading
Bolton opponent, said Wednesday the president would be making a mistake if he
installed Bolton as a recess appointment. "I

AP File Photo

think that would be a mistake, but we
couldn't stop them," Biden said on NBC's
"Today" show.
Labeled up front as a short-timer and
lacking the backing of the Senate could
hamstring Bolton in the eyes of the international community and further polarize
Congress.
"You want to send someone there that
has the confidence not only of the president
but also the Senate," said Sen. Christopher
Dodd, D-Conn., a leading Bolton critic.
Republicans are mindful of this. That's
one reason the administration and its allies
on Capitol Hill are not mentioning recess
appointments — just yet. Bush and.his
advisers are taking pains to make sure they
don't signal such an intention and further
fan partisan fires.
"We've got lots of options," Bush chief
political adviser Karl Rove said in an interview with MSNBC when asked about a
Bolton recess appointment."Let's, though,
stay focused on the main and most impor-

tant option ... and that is to have an up-ordown vote."
Democrats have held up Bolton's nomination by demanding that the administration
check a list of 36 U.S. officials against
names in secret national security intercepts
that Bolton requested and received. They
also want documents related to the preparation of testimony that Bolton planned to
deliver — but ultimately never gave — in
the House in July 2003 about Syria's
weapons capability.
The Constitution allows a president to
fill vacancies while Congress is recessed.
The provision harkens back to an era when
members took days to get to the national
capital, and when recesses routinely
stretched for months.
Such conditions, of course, no longer
apply. But the constitutional authority does,
and both Bush and Democratic predecessor
President Clinton have used it selectively
— annoying the other party in the process.
In 2001, Bush gave recess appointments
to Eugene Scalia, son of Supreme Court
Justice Antonin Scalia, as solicitor of the
Labor Department and to former Reagan
White House aide Otto Reich as assistant
secretary of state for the Western
Hemisphere.
He has also temporarily seated several
federal appellate court judges blocked by
Democrats, including Charles Pickering of
Mississippi and William Pryor of Alabama.
Pickering has since retired. Pryor was
renominated and won Senate confirmation
just last week.
Clinton gave recess appointments to
William Lann Lee as assistant attorney general for civil rights and gay activist James
Hormel as ambassador to Luxembourg after
both were denied confirmation votes by the
GOP-run Senate. In 1996, Clinton recessappointed Wyche Fowler, a Democratic former senator from Georgia, as ambassador to
Saudi Arabia.
Bush has yet another option, of course.
He could withdraw Bolton's name and
nominate someone else.
But there's absolutely no hint that he's
interested in that course.
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Obituaries
Charles Brown II

Ford Greer

Charles Brown 11, 30, Melrose Drive, Murray, died Wednesday,
June 22, 2005, at 2:20 p.m. at his home.
He was employed as a department manager at Lowe's, and was a
member of Cross Keys Worship Center, Frankfort. He was born July
5, 1974, in Frankfort.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Jodie Lynn Leddin Brown, to
whom he was married June 21, 2004; two 6aughters, Alyssa Seinna
Brown and Breaha Nicole Duncan, Murray; his mother. Mrs. Bonnie
Murphy Walker and husband, Callie. Shelbyville; his father, Charles
Thomas Brown and wife, Rita, one sister, Mrs. Melissa Louise
Durham and husband, Tony Ray, and grandmother, Mrs. Mary V.
Black and husband, Richard Darrel, all of Frankfort; several nieces,
nephews and cousins.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Mau Sinclair
Mrs. Mary Sinclair, 54, Farmer Avenue, Murray, died
Wednesday, June 22, 2005, at 4:10 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
A retired registered nurse, she had worked for 32 years at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
One brother, Alan Hartley, preceded her in death. Born Oct. 30,
1950, in Cincinnati, Ohio, she was the daughter of the late William
J. Hartley and Eva Hedrick Hartley.
Survivors include her husband, David Sinclair, to whom she was
married June 25, 1976, in Murray; one son. Brian Sinclair and wife,
Robin, and one grandchild, Audrey Carol Sinclair, all of Murray;
two brothers, Bill Hartley and wife, Rosie, Murray, and Bruce
Hartley and wife, Pam, Ledbetter.
The funeral will be Saturday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Brett Miles will officiate.
Entombment will follow in the Murray City Cemetery Mausoleum.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. Friday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to American Cancer
Society, do Pat Latimer, P.O. Box 1080, Murray, KY 42071.

.1 security guard at several businesses in Hopkinsville. He was a
Ford Greer, 86, Mayfield, died Friday, June 17, 2005, dt 12 4) member of the Lions Club and the Odd Fellows and was a member
and deacon emeritus at Second Baptist Church where he served as
p.m. at his home.
Mr. Greer came to Mayfield in 1949 as a neon tube bender and head of the welcoming committee.
Born June 26, 1924, in Christian County, he was the son of the
established Greer Neon Sign Company. He was known in the surrounding areas manufacturing "Signs of All Kinds." He retired after late Lee Wardroper and Ruth King Allen.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Dorothy Wetton Allen; three
51 years in the sign business.
He was a member of Seventh and College Church of Christ, daughters, Mrs. Elizabeth Carolyn Sanford and husband, Thomas,
Lodge *369 of Free and Accepted Masons and of IBEW Local 816 Mrs. Anita Louise Ellis and Mrs. Judy Holmes Shemwell and husband, Larry, all of Hopkinsville; two brothers, Frank Lee Allen.
Electrical Union.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Jean Greer; one daughter, Mrs. Hopkinsville, and the Rev. Randolph Allen, Murray; five grandchilKathy Crouch, Mayfield; one son, David Greer, La Mirada, Calif.; dren; four great-grandchildren.
three grandchildren, Michael Crouch, Mayfield, Kevin Crouch,
Charleston, S.C., and Carrie Greer, Long Beach, Calif.; one great- Rev. A.J. Outland
The funeral for the Rev. A.J. Outland was Wednesday at 10 a.m.
grandchild, Kaley Beth Crouch, Mayfield; two sisters; one brother.
The funeral was Tuesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral at Duncan Chapel, Second Baptist Church, Hopkinsville, where he
Home, Mayfield, with Josh Ketchum, Hilton Royster and Bob Swift was a member. The Rev. William Gray and the Rev. Larry Baker
officiating. Burial was in the Highland Park Cemetery. Masonic rites officiated. Burial was in the Green Hill Memorial Gardens in
Christian County with Hughart & Beard Funeral Homes,
were at the funeral home on Monday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Lourdes Hospice, P.O. Hopkinsville, in charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Gideon's International
Box 7100, Paducah, KY 42002-7100 or Seventh and College
or to Second Baptist Church.
Building Fund. 103 East College St., Mayfield, KY 42066.
The Rev. Outland, 82, Gracey, died Sunday. June 19, 2005. at
6:15 p.m. at Pinecrest Manor, Hopkinsville.
Prentice Allen
A retired Baptist minister, he had served Pleasant Run Baptist
The funeral for Prentice Allen will be today (Thursday) at 2 p.m.
at Second Baptist Church, Hopkinsville, with the Revs. Dan Church in Grayson County, Liberty Point Baptist Church in Trigg
Ferguson, John R. Christian, James Hazelrigg and Mike Britton offi- County, Zions Cause Baptist Church in Marshall County, White
Sulphur Baptist Church in Caldwell County, and Pleasant Green,
ciating. Burial will follow in the Riverside Cemetery.
Visitation is now at Hughart and Beard Funeral Home, Sinking Fork and Bainbridge Grove Baptist Churches, all in
Christian County.
Hopkinsville.
Born Feb. 26, 1923, in Stewart County, Tenn., he was the son of
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Vision Fund at
Second Baptist Church or to the Chapel Fund at Christian Care the late William Acie Outland and Birdie Futrell Outland.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Mary Oleta Outland; one son,
Communities.
Mr. Allen, 80, Kelby Court, Hopkinsville, died Sunday. June 19, James A. Outland and wife. Connie, and one brother, Vernon
2005, at 11:30 a.m. at Christian Health Center, Hopkinsville. His Outland and wife, Kittle, all of Gracey; two grandsons, Jason Clay
Outland and wife, Ashley, and Jim Bob Outland and wife, Melissa.
death followed a long illness.
He was a farmer and construction worker and had also served as

47 Iraqis die, 28 injured in rash of car bombings
By FRANK GRIFFITHS
ward at one point to join the killing, potentially the most
Associated Press Writer
committee drafting Iraq's con- politically significant act of vioBAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) —
stitution. The assassination lence since Prime Minister
Nearly 40 people died in a rash
appeared aimed at intimidating Ibrahim al-Jaafari came to office
of car bombings in Iraq's capital
Sunni Arabs willing to join nearly two months ago. marked
over a 12-hour span, including
Iraq's efforts to create a stable the first direct attempt to scare
two coordinated blasts early
political system. Al-Issawi's moderates away from politics.
Thursday that killed 15 and
wounded 28 in a central
Baghdad shopping district,
police said.
Thursday's carnage in the
capital's Karradah area came on
the heels of bloodshed late
Wednesday that included four
You could with
car bombs exploding within
minutes of one another. At least
23 people were killed in western
Baghdad's Shula neighborhood
It!
MIMIC.
and a nearby suburb. Nineteen
were killed in Shula alone.
The attacks served as a chillWest Kentucky
KCTCS
AP photo
ing reminder of how potent milIraqis
Community
an
injured
rush
man
from
the
&
scene
of
a
morning
double car bomb in Bagici,
itants remain in the. c.spital
despite
around-the-clock Iraq which killed at least 15 and wounded 28 more today.
Technical College
American and Iraqi troop police Lt. Col. Salman Abdul Khormato, north of Baghdad, hood, said police Maj. Moussa
has
partnered with the West Kentucky Workforce
patrols.
Karim and officer Ahmed killing one policeman and Abdul Karim and 1st L.
Most residents of Karradah Hatam al-Sharie said. Five wounding seven civilians, police Mohammed al-Heyaali.
investmeni Board to provide FREE assessment &
and Shula are from Iraq's Shiite police officers were among the Brig. Gen. Sarhad Qadr said.
The home was reduced to
certification
for Kentucky Manufacturing Skill
majority, while the insurgents 15 dead.
Tuz Khormato is 55 miles south rubble and U.S. troops standing
Standards(KMSS)and Kentucky Employability
are almost exclusively Sunni
A young boy, his left leg of the northern city of Kirkuk.
in front displayed a weapons
Arabs, a minority that dominat- missing from below the knee,
In another incident before cache they had seized, including
Certificate(KEC)at the Workplace Skills Center
ed Iraq until Saddam Hussein's sat on the sidewalk near a man- dawn Thursday, U.S. troops rocket-propelled
grenade
in Kentucky Oaks Mail in Paducah.
ouster two years ago.
gled bicycle, screaming as a backed by Iraqi troops and heli- launchers, machine guns and
The explosions both days man tried to comfort him. The copters killed seven insurgents ammunition.
were carried out at times when force of the blasts blew off store who opened fire on the patrol
In all, at least 32 people were
large crowds were on the capi- shutters, and the surrounding from a home in western killed Wednesday across Iraq,
tal's streets. Wednesday night's sidewalks were covered with Baghdad's Jamiaa neighbor- including a prominent Sunni law
bombs came hours before an 11 debris, including shattered glass,
professor assassinated by gunp.m. curfew, when many resi- concrete slabs and charred vegInvestments Since 1854.. men. Jassim al-Issawi was a fordents are out at eateries or chat- etables and fruit.
031.41-7C It am eqau4 apparoway ampler+ mil cdheational lasatalas
mer judge who put his name forOur beq innvinent is
ting on the streets before locking
A few trees were toppled,
themselves inside their homes.
scattering leaves on the sideThursday's twin explosions walk.
took place when many are just
Separately, a car bomb detoprices as of 9 a.m.
beginning their daily routines. nated by remote control hit an
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General Electric
3531 - 0.19
lc 06+ 0.24
General Motors
GlaxoSmithKline ADR 4934 - 0.24
41.49 - 0.18
Goodrich
Goodsear
-0.09
HopFed Bank' ......1533 B 1539 A
1 B M...........
0.42
Intel...............,27.40+0.29
Kroger
1939 + 0.16
Mattel
18.55 + 0.01
McDonalds-----.29.03
+ 0.01
When it rains it pours, and the storms of life are too
(Cash & Carry Only)
Merck
-31.55 • 0.43
much to handle without proper life insurance. Whether
Microsoft
—.2534 + 0.27
you need Term Insurance or Whole Life — We really
.-53.03•0.10
J.C. Penne)
.....35.12 0.10
Pepsico, Inc.
do have you covered.
Sunday, June 26, 1-5 p.m.
Pfizer, Inc....--.--.28.77 - 0.02
Regions ruurcial ........34.15 - 0.06
Pick up your FREE map
Schering-liough
.10 6 + 0.23
Friday & Saturday at Rolling Hills
Sears Holding Corp -153.79 + 0.83
Jack Romaine
lime Warner ................17.42 1.10
105 N. 12th St.
US Bancorp
• 0.15
tfie4014,-,rery fe.-te
ffite-weaclif Cei•ti
LIST
• 0.22
Murray, KY 42071
Open: Mon.-Sat. 9-5 • Closed Sunday
WellPoint
• 0.09
759-1033
Wal•Mari.--4&82+ 0.03

Do you staid Sit
to employers?
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on your

Res COISCatilll is available on a limited basis.
Call Dan Edington at 21115344337
or the Workplace Skills Center at 21115544221.
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WE'VE GOT YOU COVERED
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FOR LIFE.

& Gifts

HWY.641 N. MURRAY
753-1725
1-800-472-8852

Red, White Er Blue
Blowout Sale

25
%
OFF
ALL TREES & SHRUBS
Garden Tour lr

SHELTER
pssu R A s•

Cour,Swam, Marcy, KY 42071
270-703-3366 • 1100-444-11104
Hews: BOO a.rut-6:00 pia&*I

HILLARD IMNS
Shelter Life Insurance Company
Columbia, MO
www.shelterinsurance.com
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Seek Shelter Today'
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COMMUNITY
School Supplies are needed
by Need Line to help children

Red Cross Blood Drive
will be at Weaks Center
BY LARRY DOYLE

Blood Dnves chairman
There is nothing we can do
to prevent natural disasters, but
we can prepare for them. A community short on blood is a disaster waiting to happen. Help
make sure blood is available.
Please make plans to donate
blood at the Weaks Senior Citizens Center, 607 Poplar St.,
Murray, on Friday between the
hours of 2 to 8 p.m.
You are a part of the reason Red Cross collects blood
donations - the potential to
save millions of lives each
year. Whether you are a first
donor or a repeat donor, it's a
community responsibility to
volunteer to donate to our blood
supply.
All blood supplies given to
humans in life saving procedures have been donated by a
volunteer donor like you.
Only five percent or less in
a community of healthy, eligible donors ever give blood.
Every two seconds someone in America needs blood.
There is a 97 percent chance
that some one you know will
need blood in their lifetime.
Red Cross regional blood

bank in Nashville is critically
low due to blood withdrawal
by hospitals in Tennessee and
Kentucky, and the summer vacation season.
Make plans to donate blood
every 56 days (8 weeks) and
encourage others to give blood.
The effect you can have is
truly enormous.
To be eligible to give blood,
donors must be healthy, at least
17 years old (no upper age
limit), weigh at least 110
pounds, not have given blood
in the last 56 days, and show
Red Cross donors card, picture ID or two of any other
forms of identification. A health
review will be conducted by
the staff to determine eligibility to give blood.
This blood drive is our annucelebration drive with
donor
al
opportunities to register for
additional gifts including a $50
gift card to be given away to
a volunteer donor in Murray,
and for tickets to the Nashville
Speedway.
Refreshments will be served.
Another Red Cross Blood
Drive will be July 8 from 3
to 8 p.m. at Office Depot,
Murray.

WKCTC announces list
acaPADUCAH, Ky. — Cal- earned recognition for their
named
loway County students have demic work by being
to the West Kentucky Com•
• •
•
munity and Technical College
Our Registered •
list for the Spring 2005
dean's
es:
Coupl
Bridal
.
semester
•
•
•
Cristina Garcia
They are Debra Lynn Cole,
& Peter O'Rourke
•
Lee Ann Cullop, Molena Beth
Whitney Morris
& Mike Cooper
•
Fox, Troy D. Geurin, JoceJulia Wilson
. lynne Hutsell Murphy, Elizabeth
•
& Mitch Ryan
Jayne Musser and Richard
Lane Dennison
•
Robert Pigg
& David Richardson
•
To be named to the dean's
Joni Flegle
list, a student must be a full& Jared Gson
•
time KCTCS student earning
Laura DeBerry
• & Chad Thomsbrbugh
at least a 3.5 grade point averDanielle Belt
age (GPA) and successfully
& lames Lane
cougietiowsi2 hours or
•
Brand) WirScift
of course work numbered 100
Wilson
& Steve
above for the academic term.
or
Amber Alexander
& Will Ryan
Misty Emstberger
& Tracy Dunn
•
Emma Shaw
& Steve Morrison
Erin Grogan
& Justin Lewis
•
Jessi Haigrove & Chris Ham
Jessica Lemons
& Ross Molle
•
Kimberly Thompson &
Rebecca Medlock
Justin Rogers
& Chad Carver
•
•
Sarah Johnson
Misty Mason & Cody Evans
& Jameson Wade
•
Adrianne Huffine &
Beth Driver
•
Dustin Rogers
& Brandon Ladd
Jessie Radke
•
Lane Dennison St
& Jeff Leddy
David Richardson
•
Kelly Harris
• & Matthew Oakley
Andrea Hermann &
Trish Spengler
Ronnie Seets
& Eric E-venstade
•
Donna K. Poston
Jeanne Maddox &
•
& Stuart Poston
Matt Bumette
Laura Nixon
& Thomas Efendorfer •
Shauna Nance & Ray Watson
•
Maggie Snyder
Dava Winebarger &
& Joe Laird
•
Micah Miller

year be
Need Line will once again this
and CalMurray
of
students
the
helping
required
loway C'ounty Schools with the
.
children
the
supplies for
ted on
School supplies will be distribu
at the
p.m.
2
to
a.m.
10
July 30 from
CommuniNeed Line office at the Weaks
Line assisted
ty Center. Last year Need
cost of
average
an
at
people
young
616
$19.23 per student.
of Need
Tonia Casey, executive director
money
or
supplies
Line, said "donations of
comthe
to
service
this
give
to
needed
By Jo Burkeen are
"
munity.
Community
Donations may be taken to the Need
Editor
10 a.m.
Line office during office hours of
call
tion
informa
For
Friday.
to 4 p.m., Monday through
3.
753-633
Need Line at

Jo's
Datebook

on Friday
Quilt Festival opens Friday
and Saturday

from 10
Quilt Festival 2005 will be
United
First
of
Center
Life
n
Christia
the
in
p.m.
a.m. to 4
will
show
quilt
This
Murray.
Methodist Church in downtown
Tenand
y
Kentuck
western
in
quilters
by
made
feature quilts
Quilters'
nessee. Also featured will be a Country Store, a
on
Admissi
ations.
demonstr
-making
quilt
and
Cafe and quilting
available
is $3 for adults, $2 for children, with group rates
Lovers
for seniors. This is sponsored by Kiwanis and Quilt
of Murray.

n in park
Free movie to be showFriday
from 8 to 10 p.m.

Mr. and Mrs. Keyon Chapman
Heather Dawn Schroader and Keyon Brooks Chapman were
married Saturday. Nov. 27, 2004, at Sedalia Baptist Church,
Sedalia.
Spence Pate officiated. Music was by Philip Forrester and
Amanda Varvel, soloist.
The bride is the daughter of Earl and Jean Schroader of
Murray. She is the granddaughter of the late Clois James and
Dollie McKendree and Bobby and Doris Schroader.
The groom is the son of Randy and Cheryl Chapman of
Wingo. He is the grandson of Ted and Joyce., Chapman and
Nolan and Betty Reding of Wingo.
Bridesmaids were Teca Maxwell, Murray, Deidra James,
cousin of the bride, Benton, and Cheryln Chapman, sister of
the groom, Wingo.
Flower girls were Madison and Marilyn Hinchey, cousins of
the bride, Mayfield.
Groomsmen were Kelly Chapman. twin brother of the groom,
Mayfield, Shane Schroader, brother of the bride. Hardin. and
Randall Chapman, brother of the groom, Wingo.
Ring bearers were Anthony Harris, cousin of the bride. Mayfield, Colby Schroader, nephew of the bride. Hardin, and Koby
Chapman, nephew of the gr

•

•
•

•
•
•
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"
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Bridal Registry

se gifts

"The Store For The Ultimate Gift'
270-767-0007
400 Main St • Mos.-Sat 10-5:30

•

• University Square • 12th St.
•
(270) 759-2100
Monday-Friday 10-5,
•
Saturday 10-2
•
•
•
•
•

The Plieetrellill. was
Sykes, both - ofridurray, an
cousins of the bride.

••
•

A reception followed at Graves County Middle School v. ith
Kevin Castleberry furnishing the live entertainment.
Laura Petway of Murray was the wedding coordinator.
After a short honeymoon, the couple is residing in Murray.

Otte speaker at Rotary
meeting held at Pagliais
Richard Otte, manager of
Tennessee Valley Authority's
Kentucky Hydro Operations,
spoke at a meeting of the Murray Rotary Club held at Pagliai's Ott told about the history
of Kentucky Dam and the
plans for the future.
Construction of Kentucky
Dam was begun in 1938 and
completed in 1944. The dam
created the largest man-made
lake in the eastern United States.
It also linked the Tennessee
Valley with the nation's inlandwaterways system allowing
towboats and barges to travel
the 650-mile-long river yearround carrying about 50 million tons of cargo a year.
"Ninety-seven percent of
the traffic through the navigation locks is commercial traffic," Ott said.
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nr Murray First Christiaril
Church(DOC)
I
Hosts Summer Preaching Series:
Lisa Ison - Singer, songwriter and
dramatist inspires all who see and
hear her as she brings the gospel
alive through music and drama.

A free movie will be shown each
ein June and July at the Murray-Calloway County Park Amphith
Interes
Ministri
Land
Harvest
by
hosted
ater. This will be
national with Michael Richardson, pastor. For information call
759-5107.

day
Green Plain cleaning Satur
starting

at 8 a.m. at
South, Mur641
Hwy.
U.S.
on
located
y,
Green Plain Ccmeter
ray. If unable to attend, donations for the maintenance of the
cemetery may be mailed to Buddy White, 1688 Green Plain
Rd.., Hazel, KY 42049.
A "Clean Up Day" will be Saturday

Sunday
Stewart Cemetery event
annual homecoming on Sun-

Stewart Cemetery will have its
day. A potluck meal will be served at the shelter about 12:15
p.m. Persons unable to attend may send their donations for
Radio
the maintenance of the cemetery to Sue Thweatt, 2161
Rd., Almo, KY 42020.

y
Atkins reunion will be Sunda
Atkins

will have a
Descendants of Jimmy and Tommy
Center. A
ty
Communi
Hazel
the
at
family reunion on Sunday
potluck meal will be served at noon.

prodiation_

-

Piattg
Universal Kentucky Cheer (U.K.C.) will have a rebate promotion today from 5 p.m. to closing at Sirloin Stockade. Customers are asked to tell the cashier they are there to support
U.K.C.

reunion
CCHS Class of 1995 plans
of 1995 will have its

Calloway County High School Class
10-year reunion on Saturday. A picnic for classmates and family will be from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the pavilion by the
school house in Murray-Calloway County Park. A dinner for
classmates and spouses/dates will be from 6 p.m. to midnight
at Paris Elks Lodge, Paris, Tenn. For information contact Kelly
Scruggs at 1-270-534-9294 or kellyscruggs@yahoo.com.

printer
Family History book copy atHistory
has been

Copy for the Calloway County Family
sent to the printer. The book will be available to the public
in late October or early November. according to a member of
the Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's Club. Books
may still be ordered by picking up order blanks at the Calloway Public Library or by calling 753-2350, 759-4938 or
753-7870.

Education Center is moving Education

Center
The Calloway County Adult and Family
will be closed through July 14 as the center will be moving
to a new location. The center will reopen on July 18 at 9
a.m. in the Career Discovery Center on U.S. Hwy. 641 North,
next to Martha's Restaurant.

y
Christian Women to meetat Frida
the meeting of the
Richard Otte

2005
Look for our Magazine
Summer Backyard Murray
Friday's
in this
Ledger Er Times!

Wilma Billington will be the speaker
Christian Women of Murray to be Friday at the home of Effie
Kemp. Judy Stahler will cater the meal. The group will carpool from the JCPenny parking lot at 9:30 a.m.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet and

ThursNarcotics Anonymous will meet each Tuesday
to St.
next
Murray,
St.,
Main
West
1628
at
p.m.
8
at
day
John's Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or 1877-447-2004.

Woman's Club plans promotion

Murray Woman's Club will have a rebate day at Mr. Gatti's
today. Customers are requested to tell the cashier to credit the
Woman's Club for receipts. Funds will be used to refurbish
the club's historic building erected in 1940.
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Presenting Two
Musical Biblical Dramas:

FINAL DAYS!

Thursday, June 23, 7 p.m. - Three Women
Friday, June 24,7 p.m. - The Betrothal

50% OFF POLISH POTTERY
75% OFF LOTS OF ITEMS

Reception to follow Friday night performance in the Fellowship Hall
Free admission and nursery provided.
Performances will be in the sanctuary.

Last Day of Business June 30th.
No Credit or Debit Cords Cosh & Checks Only
OP
I.

Friday, June 24, 12 Noon - CWF will sponsor
a luncheon with a presentation by Lisa Ison.
To sign up or for more information call the
church office at 753-3824.
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111 N. Si), Street•Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-3824
www.fccmurray.com
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ASK FOR

ZERO
PAYMENTS &

MONTHS
If PAID IN FULL

LOWE'S

within 12 Months,

INTEREST FOR

on any purchase of $299 or more on your Lowe's Consumer Credit Card 6/23/05 through 7/4/05

Improving Home Improvement

- $647
only *18 per months
25 Cu. Ft. Refrigerator
*Three adjustable glass shelves
•Adiustable door bins with gallon
door storage *Clew crispers
*75936

MOM
'1111111111

$498
only s15 per months

*-11.,011m4.1,

Smooth Surface Electric Range
.5.0 Cu. ft. self-cleaning oven
•Two- 8', two - 6" elements
*Electronic oven controls
#133298

2,I

aat
;011
t
$328
only '15 per months

$297

Coil Surface Electrk Range
.5.0 cu. ft. self-cleaning oven
•Two 8 and two 6' Calrod heating
elements *Electronic oven controls
*169718

18 Cu. Ft. Refrigerator
*2 full-width adjustable shelves
*2 crispers *Galion door storage
*179722
14.4 Cu. Ft. Refrigerator *179721

S277

special values
4 days only! June 23-26
PATIO
CLEARANCE

33% off
original price on
select patio sets
$76

Tan

YOURCHOICE
32' White Bismarck
Storm Door *16075
38' White Bismarck
Storm Door *16074

44

was"
2"
LOWER PRICE'
16' Stand Fan
*Loop lock base •3 speeds
*Color: tan *199583

$69

$7498

Sling Swing with A-frame and Canopy
*1-year limited frame warranty 'Heavy-duty
steel frame 1,16690

5.000 BTU Air Conditioner
.9.7 energy efficiency rating
.2 fan speeds •115 volts 084590

While supplies last. Selection varies
by market. See store for details.

1 $30 Gift Card
with the purchase of ANY walk
behind mower $299 or more
See store for details.

p•*11111111111

fir
$798 4-Pack
13 Watt Mini-Spiral Light Bulbs
*Outputs BOO lumens *Lasts 8.000 hours,
up to 6 yews *Use for general purpose
*146558

EVERYDAY

ST

LOWER PRICE!

$163
was f29•1
BUY ON! GI I ONI
Non-Aletallic Super Blue Two
Gang Zip Box
if 130063

nnd a Lower Price.

LOW PRICES PLUS take
GUARANTEED addni°11811".

Professional 30' 16/3 Tri-Tap
Retractable Reed
*Rugged, impact-resistant metal
construction •Ul_ Listed 8203376

$299
Play Sand
*Use for children's play sand
boxes *Specially graded sand
that has been washed. dried
and screened $10392

0
6.75 HP

21' Cut Self-Propelled Mow
*Ready Start engine-No prime. No choke. Plus
exclusive Z-Start •Variabie speed front wheel drive
for precise speed uuntrul *183621

For the Lowe's nearest you, call
1-800-993-4416 or visit us online at Lowes.com
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Wildfires burn homes,force evacuations in Calif.
MORONGO VALLEY, Calif. (AP) —
The first major wildfire of the summer raced
• across more than 5,500 acres of tinder-dry
desert brush, destroying at least seven
homes, threatening hundreds of others and
sending residents of this sparsely populated
Mojave Desert community fleeing for their
lives.
A second fire, about 35 miles away,
burned across more than 2,000 acres but did
not threaten any structures, authorities said.
The larger blaze started when a single home
went up in flames Wednesday afternoon and
those flames quickly spread into nearby
desert brush and tall field grass.
Elsewhere, fire crews fought back fastmoving flames approaching Arizona communities near the Tonto National Forest.
Two lightning-sparked brush fires blackened
I2,500-acres, forcing the evacuation of 175
people from homes in the area. No injuries
were reported.
"It's a helpless feeling," said one evacuee. Bill Victor. "It's something to see the
flames come over and shocking to realize

having moved into the Big Morongo
Canyon Preserve, a sparsely populated
wilderness area. Earlier in the day, part of
the fire had also moved into Joshua Tree
National Park.
Bill Peters, a spokesman for the
California Department of Forestry and Fire
Protection in San Bernardino, said the blaze
was 10 percent contained. No estimate for
full containment was available.
More than 300 firefighters were tackling
the blaze, with more reinforcements being
called in. Peters said. One firefighter suffered a minor knee injury.
Among the homes destroyed was a trailer
that Julie Brunette shared with her husband
on a horse ranch.
"We pretty much lost everything," she
said. "Most everything we had wasn't very
valuable but it was memory stuff, pictures of
our grandkids."
Weather helped spread the fire rapidly,
with sustained winds of about 10 mph and
afternoon temperatures that topped 100
degrees on the second day of summer.

that you could lose everything. It's a feeling
everyone should have in their lives once to
get their priorities straight."
In California, wildfires hopscotched up
and down hillsides and canyons about 100
miles east of downtown Los Angeles. The
fires threatened as many as 700 homes for a
time, and hundreds of people fled their
homes, some with nothing, others with just a
handful of possessions.
As her husband, Tom, hosed down their
house, Ann Lee grabbed their birth certificates and medicines and rounded up their six
cats. She then turned to him and said, "Let's
get out of here because even if the fire takes
everything we own, I don't plan on dying
here."
The couple, who headed to an evacuation
center in Yucca Valley, had no idea if their
home had been spared.
"I'm worried, but it's not going to do me
any good throwing a fit or crying," said Lee,
46. "It's in God's hands."
By midnight only a few dozen homes
remained under threat, with much of the fire
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t drop on
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The LARGEST Furniture & Flooring Store Within A 100 Mile Radius

Buy lit 'Today

11

Get It Today!!
Pulaski
Curio

hi

2 Way Sliding Door

Big Store
Price
$789.95
Our Price
$529.95

SALE
PRICE

'409"
Bassett Bedroom Suit

Newsday,AP Photo

A 25-foot-long, 17 1/2-ton popsicle made of frozen
Snapple melts in New York's midday sun Tuesday,
flooding Union Square with a sticky pink fluid that
sent pedestrians scurrying for higher ground.
Snapple had been trying to promote a new line of
frozen treats by setting a record for the world's
largest popsicle, but called off the stunt before the
frozen giant was pulled fully upright by a construction crane.

N.Y. advertising stunt
leads to sticky situation
NEW YORK (AP) — An
attempt to raise the world's
largest ice pop in a city
square ended with a scene
straight out of a disaster film
— but much stickier.
The 25-foot-tall, 17 I/2ton treat of frozen Snapple
juice melted faster than
expected Tuesday, flooding
Union Square in downtown
Manhattan with kiwi-strawberry-flavored fluid that sent
pedestrians scurrying for
higher ground.
Firefighters closed off

Queen

Pulaski Curio

1599/ King'1699
'Sold As A Suit Only

Big Store Price
Queen $2999.99
King $3329

2 Was Sliding Door

Lmd'r nit
Offor Hurry in

Big Store Price $1099.95
Our Price $729.95

SALE PRICE $56988

JUST ARRIVED!
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several streets and used hoses
to wash away the sugary goo.
Some passers-by slipped in
the puddles, but no serious
injuries were reported.
Snapple had been trying
to promote a new line of
frozen treats by setting a
record for the world's largest
ice pop, but called off the
stunt before it was pulled
fully upright by a construction crane. Officials said they
were worried the thing would
collapse in the 80-degree,
first-day-of-summer heat.

J.) Mott Irivan t 1

Solid Wood
Dining Groups
$56995
Big Store Price $999
Butterfly Leaf
Lazy Susan Optional
6 Padded Upholstered Chairs

/titres Untitt Roof

Million Squarc Fcci
of 'Flooring In Stock
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NOW BUYING
Scrap Metal • Aluminum Cans • Scrap Cars
*Will pick up cars
Roll-off Containers Available

KEY AUTO PARTS
1850 HWY

Bum r• rkirriketl Ctirrigtilitrutti
/Arrnistrotrirg Mrarrihrgittirri
OitEN
.on.-Sat.

Creir rafrith rare a wair rdwDD rd

121 SOUTH • 753-5562

Furniture
Gallery
104
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JUNE 23, 2005

www.murrayedge-.com

Family Day in the
Park kicks off

ed
5-7 p.m.
•Free Bar-B-Q and dri
5-8 p.m.
I Paintball ($I per game)
•Helicopter rides ($15 per ride)
II Kids Zone
II Rock Wall
II Suzy the Clown
III Games in the Park ($1 admission)
I Batting cage ($1)
Kozy Kritters
Shriners Train
Lowes Crafts
Mechanical bull
Mechanical surfboard
Roping machine
IN Bungee trampoline
• Inflatable boxing ring
III Concerts
Country & rock (5-5:45 p.m.)
Contemporary Christian (6:15-7 p.m.)
Bluegrass, Country, Oldies (7-8 p.m.)
5:45-6:15 p.m.
▪ Pie auction

wit

isimatair

What Would
Jesus Do?

Pope chastises Europe for 'excluding' God
ROME (AP) — Pope Benedict XVI rails against Europe
in his first book published since
becoming pope, chastising a culture that he says excludes God
from life and allows innocent
lives — the unborn — to be
taken from God through legalized abortion.
"The Europe of Benedict:
In the crisis of cultures" was
written when the pope was still
Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger, the
Vatican's guardian of doctrine,
and serves as a strong indication of issues that will be priorities in his pontificate.
The book covers many of
the themes Benedict has already
focused on in his two months
in office: the role of Christianity in Europe and the need
to respect life from conception
to its natural death. It also
explores faith and what it means
to be Christian.
It's an easy, 149-page read,
written in Italian in 1992. 1997
and earlier this year, according to the Cantagalli publishers, which was releasing the
book along with the Vatican's
publishing office, Libreria
Editrice Vaticana, at a ceremony Tuesday.
Parts of the book were made
available to The Associated
Press on Monday.
Ratzinger takes as a starting point the decision of European Union leaders to exclude
a reference to Europe's Christian roots from the preamble

Pope Benedict XVI
of the proposed EU constitution, whose future remains
uncertain following its rejection by French and Dutch voters in recent referendums.
The Vatican had campaigned
to have the reference included, part of its attempts to stem
what it sees as a continent of
increasingly empty churches
that is often hostile to religion.
"Europe has developed a
culture which, in a way never
before known to humanity,
excludes God from public conscience, either by being denied
or by judging his existence to
be uncertain and thus belonging to subjective choices, something irrelevant for public life,"
Benedict writes.
He dismisses arguments that

inclusion of the reference would
have offended Jews and Muslims, saying they are more
offended by Europe's attempt
to deny a historic fact.
"It's not the mention of God
that offends the followers of
other religious, but precisely
the attempt to build a human
community absolutely without
God," he writes.
He says Europe needs more
people like St. Benedict of
Norcia, the fifth and sixth century monk who is a patron
saint of Europe. The Benedictine order that followed his
teachings became the main
guardian of learning and literature in Western Europe during the dark centuries that followed the fall of the Roman
Empire.

The "Benedict" in the tide
of the book apparently refers
to the saint.
Looking at current culture
in Europe, Ratzinger acknowledges it would be easy to
resign oneself to the fact that
abortion is a legal right in
much of Europe. But he concludes that there is no such thing
as a "little homicide" and that
when man loses the respect
for life, "inevitably he ends
by losing his own identity."
He criticizes parents who
think their rights to freedom
trump the rights of the unborn
child, saying "they become
blind to the right to life of another, of the youngest and weakest who don't have a voice."
"Accepting that the rights
of the weakest can be violated, means that you accept also
that the right of force prevails
over the force of rights," he
writes.
The pope, a world-renowned
theologian who has written
dozens of books, recently turned
over his copyrights to the Vatican publishing house, an undertaking the publisher said was
"mountainous."
By comparison, Pope John
Paul ll's literary output was
relatively modest: He wrote
five books during his 26-year
pontificate.
Cantagalli officials said there
were no immediate plans to
translate Benedict's book into
other languages.

By Richard Youngblood
Church of Christ Minister

Mixed messages about sex
Question: As a young adult I find the messages communicated about sex in our world confusing. While sexual images designed to arouse us seem to be everywhere,
some Christians still condemn sex totally. How do I make
sense of this?
Answer: To begin with we need to understand that Jesus
was not anti-sex. He pointed out that from the beginning
God made us "male and female" (Matthew 19:4). Sexuality
is not punishment from Satan, but it is a gift from God.
He could have designed another way for us to reproduce
and express loving intimacy, but God chose to make us sexual beings. Yet, Jesus made it clear that for best results,
this is a gift to be opened only within marriage. He
labeled all sexual relationships outside of marriage as fornication, adultery or sexual immorality. These limitations on
sexual activity are intended to protect us. not deprive us of
enjoyment.
Jesus also taught that we must strive to control any temptation to lustful thoughts. He said, "You have heard that it
was said, 'Do not commit adultery. But I tell you that anyone who looks at a woman lustfully has already committed
adultery with her in his heart" (Matthew 5:27-28). 1 don't
think he was talking about admiring a person's beauty or
attractiveness. A lustful person looks with the intention of
dwelling on sexual fantasies and turning them into more than
thoughts.
To illustrate how he felt about this, Jesus recommended
drastic measures, "If your right eye causes you to sin, gouge
it out. . . . And if your right hand causes you to sin, cut it
off . . . It is better for you to lose one part of your body
than for your whole body to go into hell" (Matthew 5:2730). Proverbs 6:27 asks, "Can a man scoop fire into his
lap without his clothes being burned?" In other words do
not flirt with temptation! So far as possible, maintain control
over your exposure to sexually explicit images. When it is
not possible to avoid them, strive to maintain control over
your thoughts. Christians have the Holy Spirit in their bodies
to help them keep from fornication and sin (/ Corinthians
6:/9).
Maintaining sexual purity today is like running the Boston
Marathon in the opposite direction. Imagine the stares,
laughter and ridicule that would occur as this happened.
Those who follow Jesus and live in a way that is opposite
the prevailing culture's sexual immorality face a similar situation. But they are to be admired for their conviction and
courage.
May God bless you.
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Send questions or comments to University Church of
Christ, 801 N. 12th, Murray, KY 42071; Email: universitychurrh@nuirray-icy.net or phone (270) 753-1881

CHEAPEST UPS SNIPPING IN TOWN...GUARANTEED!

•
_
•
• We Also Offer .Latest Pick-Up-In-Town — Some Day Shipping •
•
•
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•
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•
•
•
.Mailbox Rental •Freight Services
•
.
•
•
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•
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•
•
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or
• Fax: 7534927
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.

Happy Birthday

Help Wanted

50 years ago

today someone
special came
our way
He's so cute
and very handy
Not just your average piece of
"eye candy"
Make sure you check him out daily
His name is

Steve Allen Bailey!
WRIGHT FARMS U-PICK
Charley Miller Rd.. Almo/Dexter. KY
Picking Tuesdays, Thursdays. Fridays &
Saturdays
8AM- I PM & 4PM-7PM
Starting now until
season end

*
270-753-5410

SZACAWERR/ES
•

5500 reward for info
leading to the identity
of persons involved in
theft at Murray Bait
Company the night of
6/15/2005. 753-5693
BLUEBERRIES: Pick
your own. S1.40 per
pound.
of
North
8-miles
Murray, Highway 1824
next to Dexter Hardin
Church
Methodist
Open every evening
after 500p.m. (270)
753-0289.
BLUEGRASS Gardens
684
Farm
Daylily
Crossland Rd, Murray
Open Tuesday through
10-6
Saturday:
Daylilies $2 50 and up

HOMEGROWN
FRUITS
VEGETABLES
&
COPELAND
ORCHARDS

Murray
location:
N. 12th,
Boone
Laundry
270-623-8312

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

QUILT FESTIVAL
Friday, June 24
10-6
Saturday, June 25
10-4
First United
Methodist Church
Christian Life
Center,
downtown Murray.
Quilts, Country
Store, Quilters'
Café, demonstrations. Admission S3
adults. Sponsored
Kiwanis and
Quilt Lovers of

Cill
CASH reward. Los
Collie.
miniature
Please call 270-7055865. White and tan
hair. Approx.
long
20lbs.
JUST give us a call.
well be glad to help,
Your loved one well
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends, Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
060

Self24-7
OPEN
Service_ Rex's Worm
Farm, 4600 Irvin Cobb
Rd, Murray. KY. Ph.
270-436-2189.
wax
Redworms,
Norms. nightcrawlers,
meal worms. Stop by,
register for ice chest to
be given away July 4th.
Do not have to be present to win.
OUTSIDE Inn Dayltly
Nursery. Open TuesSat 7AM-6PM. 1.500
different varieties of
peonies,
daylilies,
hostas, and perennials
Plant Trade Fair 565
Magness Rd. Hardin
437-4015, 703-7059

2.1/
Lit ...!e
Pryti•ion

I imibt.r.

Help Wanted
ARE you a people per
son? Local motorsports
seeking
business
EXPERIENCED salesperson Qualified applicants can call Wade at
270-753-8078
Hills
CHEROKEE
Steakhouse is accepting applications for
servers 18 years and
older Must be able to
work Thursday. Friday.
and Saturday nights
436-5566
Call
Tuesday-Saturday and
ask for Patty.
PAINTERS needed At
least 5 years residential experience. Call
270-443-6735
6PM

9AM-

SALES & bookkeeping
at local decorating cen

ter (270)759-4979

060

060

060

Manager-General
Accounting
Ledger/Accounts Payable, Department of
Accounting and Financial Services. Position
2005. Required
August
begin
to
Qualifications: Bachelor's degree in
accounting, three years expenence in general accounting functions and computenzed
general ledger applications. Knowledge of
generally accepted accounting principles.
Fluent in Microsoft Excel. Excellent oral and
written communication and analytical skills.
Ability to complete tasks under demanding
time schedules. Preferred qualifications:
Experience in fund accounting and managenal experience preferred. CPA certification
preferred. Responsibilities: Management of
general ledger and accounts payable functions, including purchasing card operations
and travel. Oversight of the computenzed
financial general ledger and accounts
payable systems, including electronic interfaces with accounts receivable, payroll,
budget, and other peripheral systems.
Supervision of accounts payable and general
ledger staff. Implement proper financial and
account controls. Develop training and communication of departmental policies and procedures. Prepare routine and ad-hoc financial analysis. Application Deadline Date:
July 20, 2005. To Apply: Send letter of application, resume, and the names, addresses,
and phone numbers of four professional references to: Jackie Dudley, Accounting &
Financial Services, Murray State University,
200 Sparks Hall, Murray, KY 42071-3312.
Women and minorities are encouraged to
apply. Murray State University is an equal
education and employment opportunity,
M/F/D, AA employer.

AGRICULTURE SYSTEMS TECNOLOGY
POSMON ANNOUNCEMENT
Lecturer. School of Agriculture. Murray State University.
This is a 9 month non-tenure track position
Qualifications: Bachelor's Degree in Agncultural
Systems Technology Mechanization or related field,
Master's Degree in Agriculture Systems Technology or
related held and at least 2 years of documented successful teaching or extension experience required.
General background and work expenence within the
Systems
Agriculture
of
area
broad
Doctorate in
Technology/Mechanization preferred.
Agncultural Systems Technology or related field or significant progress anctior documented plan to finish
Doctorate in Agricultural Systems Technology preferred
Demonstrated skills in communications, human relations and leadership in the field of Agriculture Systems
Technology preferred, Responsibilities- Course load of
12 hours per semester including courses in metal work.
internal combustion engines, electricity. surveying.
buildings and construction and agricultural safety
Advise students and student organizations. Participate
in research and scholarly actmties and serve on committees Teaching styles and methods must emphasize
hands-on, practical educational learning experiences for
Provide service support to agriculture
students
Application Deadline. July 5. 2005 To Apply: Send letter of application with vita. transcripts. three current letters of recommendation to. Agricultural Systems
Technology Search, ATM - Ms Amy McKinney, School
of Agriculture . Murray State University. 103 South
Oakley Applied Science. Murray Kentucky 42071-3345.
Women and minorities are encouraged to apply. Murray
State University is an equal educational and employment opeortunitv. M/F/D. AA employer.

The Senior Community Service
Employment Program contracted by
West Kentucky Allied Services, Inc. is
seeking individuals who are 55 years
of age or older to receive paid training
in Calloway County. This program is
considered part time with a maximum
of 20 hours per week. Vacation, sick
and holiday pay is included. To apply,
please contact Janna York or Jodi
Coleman at (270)247-404.6 or 1-800294-2731.
This project is funded in part under a
contract with the Purchase Area
Development District, the Kentucky
Department for Health Services with
funds from U.S. Department for
Health and Human Services.
WKAS is an Equal Opportunity
Employer.
SALES SUPPORT/ BILLENG/ AR

Must be eager to learn, have strong work
ethic, and enjoy providing excellent
service to clients. Knowledge of Excel
and Word required. Full time with health
benefits. 8am-5pm. Send resume to: P.O.
Box 934, Murray, KY 42071 or
job_apps_resume@yahoo.com

Murray Ledger &
Times
Classifieds
270-753-1916
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flsip Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Certified Psychologist/Psychological Associate
Licensed Psychological Practitioner I
The Kentucky Department of Juvenile Justice is seeking applications for the above positions at the Mayfield Youth Development
Center in Mayfield, Kentucky (Graves County).

Articles
.For Sala
DIRECTV
Satellite system, up to
4 rooms. Total Choice
w/local channels only
$29.99 for 3 months or
Call Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 759-0901 or

15, 2005. Submit appliJustice, 3179 State
Juvenile
of
Department
Bacon,
cations to Bryan
Route 45 South, Mayfield, KY 42066. 270/247-3237. For application information, you may contact the Personnel Cabinet at 200
Fair Oaks Lane, Suite 517, Frankfort, KY TTY: 502/564-4306. or
visit the Personnel Cabinet's website: http://personnel.ky.gov. An
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/D.
The deadline to submit applications is July

HBO
FREE
Shovitime.
Satellite system up to 4
rooms, free DVR or HD
upgrade. Get the top
60 channels including
local networks for
$19.99 per mo plus get
8 channels of HBO &
of
channels
10
Showtime free for 3
months. For more info.
call Beasley Antenna &
Satellite 759-0901 or
877-455-0901

060
Help Wanted

earn
DANCERS
51,000+ weekly! The
Purple Building. 270759-2153, 270-2932069, or (270)5340333 after 5PM

PAPA John's Pizza is
currently seeking parttime pizza makers &
delivery drivers. If
you're a high energy,
result oriented individual, take this opportunity to loin a leader in the
Industry. We offer
employee health insurance. 401K, flexible
hours, pizza discount,
and a fun, friendly work
environment. Apply in
person 656 North 12th
Street, Murray, KY
42071,

EARLY childcare center looking for full time
and part time help to
work with children ages
birth through afterChildcare
school
development knowledge required. Apply at
109 S. 15th Street.
Murray.
EXPERIENCED Travel
Agent needed. Please
send resume to Far
Lands Travel, 118 West
Broadway, Mayfield,
KY 42066. No phone

calls please,
FULL time cook position. Flexible hours.
Some weekends and
required.
holidays
available.
Benefits
Apply in person at
Britthaven of Benton,
St.
Main
2607
EOE/AAE
HOUSEKEEPERS
needed to clean lodg-

ing facilities Saturday
only during the summer. Call Susan 4362345 8AM-5PM
MANAGEMENT opportunity. Must have excellent people skills, good
work ethic and be willing to train people. For
consideration, either
call Michael Nance
270-527-4515 or send
100
to
resume
Carnage Lane, Benton,
KY 42025
Home
NURSING
Long
Administrator.
term care facility in
Hopkins County is
licensed
seeking
administrator. Salary
with
commensurate
experience.
benefit
Competitive
available.
package
Candidate should possess excellent communication and organizational skills with exemplary leadership qualities. Submit resumes to

Kim Mobley, 4537 Ft,
Blvd.,
Campbell
Hopkinsville, KY 42240
or email
kmobley corepointe
corn
PAINTERS needed. At
least 5 years residential experience. Call
9AM270-443-6735
6PM
REALTOR in Paducah,
Murray
Benton, or
area. New office open
with over $8 million in
listing inventory. No
desk rent, excellent
pay. sales bonuses.
waiting.
Customers
293-8738 for interview.

Homes, Paris.

731-644-0012,
533-3568

887-455-0901

Certified Psychologist/Psychological Associate/Licensed
Psychological Practitioner 1
Special Requirements: 1100% Qualifying) Must be certified or be
permitted to practice psychology on a temporary basis by the
Kentucky Board of Examiners of Psychology as a Certified
Psychologist, Psychological Associate or Licensed Psychological
Practitioners. For additional information refer to:
http://162.114.413/KRS/319-00/CHAPTER.HTM
Salary: (Min-Mid)$2717.50 - $3600.20 per month

Help %Med

0 down with your deed.
Act now while interest
rates are at their low
Baker
Keith
est.

1997 Cavalier 16x84
bath.
2
3BR,
Appliances, extremely
nice & clean We deliver & set up. (270)489-

2525
1997 Clayton Mobile
Home, 16x80, 3br.
2bths, garden tub, fireplace. 2004 A/C unit &
storage unit goes w/sell
of home Must sell
$22,500 or best offer!!
753-9107 or 978-1672

*MILK GLASS COLMixed
LECTORS:
pieces, grape vine, hob
vanity
daisy,
nail,
pieces. Make offer.
*Size 20 Wedding
gown. Pearl white brogade, simple but elegant. $100.00. LM 3546217

Detai
and
housecleaning
construction clean up.
26 years experience.
References. If interested, please call 7679428
MIRACLES.

THE Cleaning Lady.
House cleaning services. Call Renee at
phone 270-753-4296
or cell 270-293-6453
WILL clean houses
Call Linda @ 270-7670778

PATROL OFFICER:
certified
Full-time,
position.
police
Benefits with KERS
hazardous duty retirement. High school
graduate Or equivalent.
two years law enforcement or related experirequired.
ence
Experience may be
exchanged with college
education. Must meet
all KLEC Pre Selection
Standards. If not state
certified, must at/end
police academy. May
require shift work.
Salary range dependon
ent
certification/experience: $10.53 to $14.03
hourly plus KLEPF.
Click on -Ernploymenr
a
www.murraystate.edu
for additional information. Request application at (270) 762-2147
or apply at Human
Murray
Resources,
State University, 404
Sparks Hall, Murray,
42071-3312.
KY
Women/minorities
encouraged to apply.
AA
M/F/D,
EEO.
employer.
advisors
SAFETY
$2500 month, manager
trainee's $3000 month
Company will train. Call
M-F gam-lpm only! 1800-578-8799

Al caregiver for elder
y. 15 years experi
ence. References. Cal
731-707-0600 cell o
731-644-7994 home
CLEANING houses is
my business. Call
Linda H. 759-9553.
HOME based daycare
has openings for children. Provider has
CPR & First Aid training
as well as an educational background in
child development. Full
time rates are $80Nrk.
*759-4649
HOUSECLEANING.
Good job, city only.
753-0331

a
good
NEED
Housecleaning? Call
753-1016.

RG6 Coax cable 1' or
1.000'. 15 cents per ft.
Phone wire, all types
antennas, scanners.
XM & Sinus satellite
radios. High quality at
low prices. Come by
Beasley's at 500 N. 4th
St. or call 759-0901

2003 mobile home on
rented lot. 16x84, 4
bedrooms, 2 baths,
kitchen, living room,
appliances
C/H/A,
270-293included.
2984
2005 CLOSE OUTS and
Singlewides
Doublewides - Buy
save
and
today
$1.000's. WE OWN
THE BANK - Call today
at 731-642-6438

STRAW for sale. $2 a
- bale. 489-2436, if no
answer leave message.

WILL clean up before
and after renters, construction, remodeling,
etc. Walls, floors, winetc.
dows,
Experienced -Valerie
436-5914
120

Computers
MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician

On site service.
759.3556
140
Want to

2005 SALE
Fleetwood
New
3
Doublewide,
BEDRM, 2 BATH,
priced to move at
$2,005 00 over invoice
Only $22,695. Come to
Keith Baker Homes,
Paris.
(731)644-0012, 1-800533-3568

DIRT DADDY'S
TOP SOIL
Best the county has
Call Terrell Tidwell.

753-9075
, 227-2193
USED lumber. Tongue
and grove pine, doors,
windows and more.
752-0169
WHITE satin wedding
capped
w/
dress
sleeves. size 16. $200
270-753-6909
Call
after 5PM.

ANTIQUES/OLD stuff.

We buy 1 or all Cal
Larry at 753-3633
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S. 12th.
Murray.
LABRADOR Retriever
puppy. Call 489-2698
NOW buying all scrap
metal, aluminum cans
and scrap cars. (will
pick up cars.) Key Auto
Parts. 1850 ST RT 121
South. 753-5562
USED carpeting. electnc baseboard heaters,
refrigerators, air conditioners, stoves, and
doors. 753-4109
WANT to buy: Junk Car
and Trucks. Call (270)
474-2540 or 293-6199
Six days a week.
WILL pay cash for vinyl
recordings in good condition. Terrapin Station.
753-8926

800-

Large Selection

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
on the square

753-1713
180
Lawn & Garden
DAY LILIES

Hundreds to select
from. Potted: $3.50
Select group $1.00
each.
The Daylily Garden
Puryear, TN
(West of Mind Mart)
Monday-Saturday 8-6
Sunday 1-5
riding
SNAPPER
mower, 9HP (B&S), 28
inch, w/ catcher (like
new) and Craftsman
edgerrtnmmer. 4HP
1305 Olive Blvd 7534825

3 BEDROOM, 2 BATH
ON 1 ACRE NEAR

LAKE:
KENTUCKY
N.B. Forrest Park &
Harmons Creek!! (731)
584-9429
FURNISHED display
Residential
home.
appeal inside and out
Drywall, 8' ceilings.
Thermopane
Lowe
windows, quality &
Was
craftsmanship.
$66,797, now $59,995.
Keith Baker Homes,
Pans 731-644-0012,
800-533-3568
NEW 2,200 sq. ft.
home. 4 bedrm. 2 bath.
2x6 sidewalls. 8' ceilings, Thermopane windows. Special otter
$59,995. Free furnishBaker
Keith
ings.
Homes, Paris. 731644-0012, 800-5333568
REPO: 3 Bedroom, 2
Bath. Fireplace, Huge
Master Bed & Bath!!
Low payments! Call
today!(731) 584-9429.
SINGLE AND DOUBLEWIDES - Bring
your deed - That's all
you need - New Used
and Repo's - Call today
at 731-642-6447.
TAKE OVER PAYMENTS- on 16x70, 2
Bedroom, 2 Bath SW!!
only
Payments
(731)
$304/month 1
584-9429
TAKE YOUR PICK Need 5 Bedrooms and
3 Baths or how about 4
2
and
Bedrooms
Baths? Both priced in
the $50's. Call 731-

842-8438 today!!
150
Midas
For Sale

9) 30x30 trusses to
garage with built ou
room for upstairs. Fo
upstairs: 30x15. New
$150. Asking $90. Call
for immediate possession 436-5492
prom
CINDERELLA
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow. 1 size 8 blue. $200

each 270-492-8614

Holland 411
NEW
Discbine, mechanically
sound. $5,500. 270293-8282
220
Waled

2BR, $255 753-6012
2BA
2BR,
(270)527-8808
Large

3

$300

Bedroom,

$285 753-6012

KELLEY'S
MUSIC LESSONS
ALL Instruments
S10.00/week

CLEARANCE Sale. All
RCA big screen TVs
reduced.
drastically
Visit us at Beasley
Antenna & Satellite,
500 N. 4th St., or call

15 yrs exp. UK degree

Business
759-0901.
hours 9-5 Mon-Fri, 9-

REDUCED: MOBILE
home and lot, $13,500

12 Sat.

753-6012

NICE 2BR

No pets

753-9866
SMALL 28R $235 plus
deposit. No pets. 7538582

978-1961 cell

LOTS for rent. 753-

9866
LOTS including sewer
and water. Hardin area.
270-527-8808
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Sat., June 25, 2005 * 10:00 a.m.
At the home place ofthe late Mr Jimmy and Mrs. Donna Downing
21 Trout Rd., Hardin, KY
From Murray, KY take 641 North to Hardin Wadeshom Rd to Trout
Rd.
See auction signs.
Chest Freezer - Auto Washer & Dryer - Frost Free Refrigerator
- Mivroave Usci,
& Cart • A Like New Frost Free Refrigerator With Icemaker
-Bar Stook - Henan,.
Hospital Bed - Color T.V. With Remote - Nice Baldwin Organ - Nice Sot,*
- 4 Drawer Chest - 2 Recliners - Other Odd Chairs Table Lamps & Lamp [able.
- Pictures & Frames - Gun Cabinet - Pineapple Post
Twin Bed - Old Rocker - Old
Record Cabinet - L.P. Records - Old Wash Stand With Rack - Straight
Chairs Aladdin Lamp - Hand Painted Table Lamp - Duncan Phyfe Drum Table Nice Old
Large Post Bed & Chest - Nice Dining Table & 6 Chairs - Wall Mirror
- Metal Bed
- Rollaway Bed - Old Chiffarobe - Old Trunk - Old Rocking
Horse - Warm
Morning Healer - Old Office Desk & Chair That May Have Come Out Of
The
Railroad Office at Hardin - Regular Size Bed - Electric Treadmill - Bear Cat
Scanner - 8 Track Tape Player - China Doll - Fisher Price Mandy Doll - Vacuum
Cleaner - Cast Iron Pieces • 1920 Junior Wagner Comstick Pan - Kerosene Lamp
Pressure Cookers - Roasting Pans - Nesco China - Old Tea Pitcher and 8 Glasses Cookie Jar - Other Pitcher & Glasses - Pickle & Relish Dishes - Old Vegetable
Bowls - Virginia Rose Pieces - Candy Dishes - Punch Bowl - Stone Jar With Maple
Leaf - Stainless Flatware - Mixing Bowls - Meat Platter - George Foreman Large
Grill - Pots & Pans. Small Kitchen Appliances - Corningware - Religious Books Cordless Fancy Needlework - Luggage - Costume Jewelry - Old Pocket
Watch Other Stone Items- Bed Sheets & Blankets - Computer - Bedspreads - Other 4
Drawer Chest - Craftsman Tool Set - Walk Behind 5.75 H.P. Lawn Mower. Foldup Wheelchair - Gas Line Trimmer- Log Chains - Car Ramps - Chain Saw - Air
Tank - Wrenches & Power Tools - 12 H.P. Riding Lawn Mower - Garden Planter
Rear Tine Tiller - Wringer Washer - Table Saw - Small Tiller- Electric Meat Slicer
- Tool Box - Electric Oxygen Machine - Over 300 Coins Some Silver - Old Nickels
- Wheat Pennies - Three Confederate Dollars - 1935 Silver Certificate $2.00 Bills
Old Dates On Many Of These Coins - Over 200 Old Pocket Knives - Case XX Old
Worlds Fair Knives - Western - German Eye - Schrade - Buck- Baker - 10-15 Old
Collectors Guns - Winchester 94. West Point 701 - Browning 16 ga. West Point 45
- Itcha M-49R - J.C. Higgins • Remington 41 and Wood Master 742 - High
Standard R-106 Conn Valley Arms Sharp Shooter - Other Old Guns - A Super Nice
1994(I.M.C. Vandura 90xxx Miles With Electric Lift - Sharp Van - 1987 Cadillac
4-Door Low' Miles & Sharp- 1984 Olds 4 Door - 1984 Ford Convertible_ Many
items not listed.
Auction held rain or shine. Lunch Available. Not responsible for accidents.
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CTION
SAT., JUNE 25, 2005 •9:00 AM,

Sat., July 2, 2005•9 a.m. Rain or Shine
At the farm of the late Mr. Marty Majors, 1953 Lakeview Church
Rd., in the Lakeview Community in Marshall County. Front
Draltenville take 68 West 2 miles to highway 96 North go 1 1/2 miles
to 2595 highway or Lakeview Church Rd., go 2.3 miles to
Auction Site. Signs Posted.

TRACTORS • FARM EQUIPMENT • PERSONAL PROPERTY
TRACTORS - 2000 Ford (gas), 175 Massey Ferguson (diesel), Ferguson,
Older International duel wheel w/Hough front loader.
EQUIPMENT - Ford 7'cycle mower, 10' Hesston Haybin, Vermeer round
baler model 504C, Kuhn GMD 600-0 II disc mower. 3ph Jet Post driver.
AW Feed Mixer, 1 row corn picker. 3ph elevator Ford hay baler, 5' 3ph
bushhog, Allis Chambler 3ph breaking plows, 3ph hay spear, wheel disc.
3 ph utility blade, 2 hay racks, 20' tandem metal bed trailer, 16' stock trailer. Gehl chew-all harvester, 2 wheel boxed trailer.
FARM TOOLS - 5 hp trailer wood splitter. B/D industrial chop saw, HDC
drill press, chain hoist, hand pump fuel tank.
MOWERS & MISC.- White riding mower w/bagger, Craftsman 10 hp riding mower, Craftsman 5.5 hp 22" wheel trimmer. Craftsman gas weed
trimmer, Troy Bilt gas weed trimmer. Ryobi gas blower.
TOOLS - Craftsman 5.5 hp pressure washer, large vise, large bench
grinder, 3/4" drive sockets, 112" drive sockets, 1/4" & 3/8" drive sockets,
Odd & End wrenches, screw drivers, pipe wrenches. I lot of new T-Post.
1 lot of used T-post, hand and garden tools.
PERSONAL PROPERTY - O'Keefe & Merritt refrigerator. Kenmore
dryer, RCA cabinet TV. gold couch, 2 odd chairs, Lifestyler treadmill, odd
& end glassware.
COME EXPECTING TO FIND MUCH, MUCH MORE.
THE BARNS ARE FULL WE HAVEN'T EVEN STARTED DIGGING.
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Frwiklin Greg Wilkerson 1270N74-5946
APPRENTICE AUCTIONEER
Torn Chavii 270-247-2734
Nether) Wilkerson 270-705-0788
APPRENTICE AUCTIONEER
SALES ASSOCIATE
FRANKLIN J. WILKERSON.(270$74-5550=Cr
AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
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2,000 sq. 11. 121N
EtyPass). Reasonable
753-5690

1 bedroom apartment
Clean and nice, all
appliances including
w/d. No pets. 270-4365496
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.
1, 2, 3 apts. 753-1252
or 753-0606
1,2, & 3BR apts. available for immediate
occupancy. Please call
753-8221.
1BR apt available, all
appliances furnished.
Mur-Cal Realty. 7534444.
1BR Unfurnished Apt,
$265 00, close to campus, available April
1.No pets. 753-5980

1BR, 1 bath studio,
$335 month. 2BR, 1
bath, washer & dryer,
$410 month. 753-7559
1BR, 1 baffi. washer &
dryer, $325 month.
753-7559
1BR-4BR apartments.
Ask about move in tree
days. Coleman RE
759-4118
ACCEPTING applications!
1BR
suite.
Refrigerator,
stove,
dishwasher, washer,
dryer, wood deck. No
pets. Deposit $350,
Rent $335/mo. 2936060, 435-4040
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR $340.00
38R $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
7534221

•All Size Lin*
Available
•Now Have
Climate Control

FREE
GASOLINE
with
LEASE
MUR-CAL
APARTMENTS
1, 2, & 3
Bedroom
Apartments
902 Northwood Dr.
Mon. 8 am-2 pm,
Wed. 11 am-6 pm.
Fri. 10 am-3 pm
Phone: 759-4984
TDD #
1-800-648-6056
la
--

&

EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 1 bedroom;
furnished ($385) or
unfurnished ($335). All
appliances including
dryer.
washer
&
(270)759-5885
or
(270)293-7085
FOR your choice of 2br
apts. newly decorated,
prime location Call
Garland Rentals 7532905
NICE 2BR duplex 7537457 or 436-6357

Yisd his

BIG SANDY,TN- 149 BRANCH RD.

Need to sell
your house?

1111.111 14.111s 111 Ptkl I tl 1 INIIXt.
2t.104 Kabuta B7410. 4r.4- 36 1,, IIC • .a4 I
Pt 13c.
flask .or kildLFDRI648 Steer w/4* bucket & forks + 411 }Huh Hug
Vf
— ,
DO* S13 Laramie, 44,SWB,auto., VS Mignun;
aged right hoot)+ 1995 Sea-Don Bombardier GTX « 1),
Draw miler + Battey Davidson golf cart tgas1+(2)to I
aide trailers + utihty trailer w/bins and racks + tri-ax
hoe trailer, David &DWI]. Wain Roy bockhne + Delta 2.4 It
goose neck trailer, tandem axle, dual wheels, new elect. osc,
hydraulic brakes, new oak floor. 12.000 lba. winch + 1986
Ford F350. diesel, 4s4(good condition)4 gas cement power
trowel wfil&S engine + Sears planer-moider 12" wide 6"
thick•10" radial ann saw + Craftsmen 8 h.p. mar tine tiller
•6"joiner r I h.p. air OLMIPMSOf 4 tip air compressor +
5 h.p. gas air compressor + floor model drill press +21 cuttings lurches whisks + Taylor Way landscaping blade •
Words power Dalt welder, 230 amps + lots of assorted commie tools + lots of plumbing & electrical supplies + assorted lumber 2"x4" & 2"x6" + cedar lumber « fishing equipment + 121 anvils + chains•Boor jacks + pipe wrenches +
socket sets + hand wrenches r 121 new metal doors + root
coating + Super Sealer + insulation• 12 sets of scaffolds•
;I alum. ext. ladders•cement mixer w/5 h.p. Briggs•large
assomnem of shovels, hoes, picks. etc. + several 8" &
cement blocks + chain link fence • elect, hand tools and
much, much more.
"AUCTIONEERS NOTE; There IS no way possible to
list everything in this auction. Make plans to spend the day
Lunch Available
Not Responsible for Accidents
TERMS & CONDITIONS. Complete settlement day of
auction. Payable in CASH. CASHIER'S CHECK. or PERSONAL CHECK with CURRENT BANK LETTER' OF
CREDIT guaranteeing pay mem. made to Doug Taylor
Auction Service required by ALL persons not personally
known by the auction company.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:

Doug Taylor Auction Service
lour lui7tioniyr A Rcal I slate Broker
21111 %Allis Iii.• Puri ,ir. IX .15251 •17311 247-37N4
r R altffi- • In. BC. 821117
Mott la%liir. 1tii
•k1 le. r-R1'2119 • I nn :rS2
iiirIor tfadi. Inurrims Inc (teilir

Call us we will be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger & Times
270-753-1916
YARD SALE
3 MILES WEST OF MURRAY
ON 94, TURN LEFT ON OAKS
COUNTRY CLUB RD.
FOLLOW SIGNS.
FRI & SAT 7AM-12 NOON
Sofa, loveseat, chair, end tables.
lamps, adult & children clothes,
shoes, books,
Golf clubs/balls/shoes.
Something for everyone.

YARD SALE
5 MILES OUT ON 80
ON RIGHT OR 5 MILES
OUT ON 94E, LEFT ON
PURDOM RD.
SATURDAY., JUNE 25TH
7AM TILL 1PM
Lots of kids clothes, table, lots
of 25 cent items

GARAGE SALE

IDE

1145 Poor Farm Rd. FOF1REST
View
Apartments 1213 N.
16th St., now accepting
applications for: 1br
starting at $330/month,
2br townhouses, basic
rent $360/ month Call
753-1970.
Leave
Message
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
IBA From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
VERY nice 1BR, 1
Bath, central 1-1/A, all
appliances with W/D
Great location. 1 year
tease. 1 month deposit
No pets. 753-2905.

2BR house, contra
H/A, no pets, w/d
hookup.
month
1
deposit, $550 month.
753-2259 or 527-8174
28R. 1BA. Very
location
in
References
deposit required_
8462

nice
city.
and
293-

38A, IBA brick house
2 miles east of Murray
on Van Cleave Rd.
Gas, water, washer,
dryer
included.
$675/month. 753-4210
3BR, 2BA house $675
per month. Call 7534109 between 2&9PM
8 miles north. $350
plus deposit. No pets
753-8582

Four G.. -aeon, Serving Your Auction & Reel Eel* Needs Since 1830

[
1211'fara Sae

Yard Sas

From Big Sandy take 5th Street to Lick Creek Rd.
U.S mile to New Hope Rd. turn left, go 1.5 miles
Blanch Rd. turn left go 0.2 miles. Aucuon on nghl
Selling construction equipmentfor
Big Pine Construction
(For details/pictures visit our website.
w w w.dougtaylorauction.com1

ABSOLUTE ESTATE AUCTION

Refreshments Available

Thursday, June 23, 2005 • 3B

IN Hazel, 4BR, 28A
with large garage
Available on July 1st.
$750 month. 1st, last &
security
required
270)492-8108
360

Storage Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858

Yard Sale

GARAGE SALE
101 ARBOR
DRIVE IN
LYNN WOOD
ESTATES
SAT 9-12

GARAGE
SALE

Shovels, rakes,
doll press, router
with table, miter
saw, push mower,
Echo trimmer, oak
lumber, kerosene
heater, pipe
clamps.

Couch, loveseat
patio table &
chairs1 bed.
nice lg. clothes,
knic knac's,
curtains.

Corner of
17th & Ryan
Fri. & Sat.
7:30-?

YARD SALE
1726
MELROSE
FRI & SAT
8:00-?

exercise
equipment,
stereo system,
bicycles, lots
more!

GARAGE
SALE

High end ceiling
light fixtures, coach
lights, antique gas
lights, truck tool
boxes, much more.

COMMERCIAL or retail
750 up to 3,000 sq ft
C/G/H,
restrooms,
plenty of parking. near
judicial building. 7593772 752-0201 (after
hours.) Ask for Nelson
Shroat

MUST GO!
PRICED TO SELL!

YARD SALE
1109
FAIRLANE
DRIVE
FRI & SAT
7AM-?
Furniture,

PREMIER MINISTORAGE •Inside climate
control storage
•Secunty alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600.

BUSINESS rent: 715
South 12th Street
1.400 square feet
$700. 753-1252, 7530606

CARPORT ANTIQUE SALE
7200 HWY 94E, PURDOM RD
753-9751
FRI 8-4 SAT 8-12

HOUSES and mobile
homes tor sale and for
rent in 6 west Kentucky
counties. Call 270-3398824 or 270-339-8823

ARCTIC Cat 500 2003
model has 208 miles
has 2,000 lbs winch
Asking $3,500 270293-2103
2003 Honda Shadow
Leather accessories
and many extras Must
see to appreciate
$5,200 firm 759-3599
after 6PM

1

-11
2
port Way *hicks

2002
Chevy
Trailblazer
46.000
miles,
champagne
color. 2WD. CD. dual
climate control, tinted
windows
$17,000
759-0341 after 6PM
'01 GMC Jimmy 4x4
loaded, 62K miles
Excellent vehicle 7612356

ireat in\ estruciii.
af fordable hr all•Ing pills skirt
chi
lots. Posible

(270) 753-6012
TWO story brick apartment building with 5
two-BR units. Excellent
income -producer
$125,000. 270-7534109, 270-227-1545
WANT to buy: Retired
couple looking for small
home, cottage fixer
upper or unimproved
ground. Prefer waterfront on Barkley or
Kentucky
Lakes
Would consider cash,
renting, contract, leasing, or possibly trading
new 5th wheel toward
any of these 270-4365239 or cell 765-6214402
Property
LAKE
Barkley
Waterfront! 5 ac
$49,900. New to mar
ket. Ideal location. Wil
not last! Call owner
866-924-4328
..0•••

Itettlikr

2 lots with restrictions.
1.5 acres & 1 acre. 5
miles north or Murray.
752-7312

2000 Yukon Denali. 4
wheel drrve, silver, gray
leather very clean
978-0400
1998
Mercury
Mountaineer, good
condition Please call
767-9948
Used Cars
04 Toyota Celica, sil
ver, 18K, auto all but
tons. sharp (270)376
5155 $15,900
2001 Pontiac Grand
Pnx GT, CD, Sun-roof,
55,000 miles. Asking
$10.000 489-6260
1999 Neon Dodge
Asking $1,800 New
motor (270)489-2168
1999 red 3000 GT
Mitsubishi, excellent
condition.
56,000
miles. one owner, 4892007 or 293-8528
96 Ford Taurus LXI V6.
loaded, excellent condition. teal green.
$2.100 price negotiable. 270-436-5539.
leave message.
'91 Lincoln Continental
752-0169
1988 Chevy Nova
Runs good, PS, PB,
auto, OD. Neck. gray
intenor, looks good
$900. 753-9842 after
6PM
Yana

155 Ragsdale
Rd. - 94 E. 2 mi.

Ills!Prop. For Rent

Fri. & Sat.
Household & decor items, furniture, desk &
chair, metal lawn chairs, tools, tool box,
electnc wire way, shop stools, ladder, adult
& boys clothes, toys, Fisher-Price, games,
comforter sets, pots & pans, glasses,
/shoes, pictures, lots of misc.

(1) Tin door Pie Safe. (1) Glass door Pie
Safe, nice pressed back spindle back
chairs. Walnut pump organ (needs bellows)
Walnut Victorian Chair and Loveseat.
Captains chair, spinning wheel,(3) Pocket
watches,(2) Exercise bikes,(1) Raliegh
bicycle, many miscellaneous items. womens clothes, painting, free items

Pats & Supplant

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available.. 7532905 or 753-7536.

DUPLEX in B-3 area
Perfect for small business. 293-8462

off

641 N., red brick house on left.

OFFICE space. Village
Center, 1406 North
12th St. 1,200 sq
ft.753-7559
VERY large warehouse
or shop 7.100 square
feet on approximately 3
acres. Office space, 2
bathrooms, equipped
with gas heat, air
hookup, steel hoist
beam, great lighting.
excellent location. The
building is divided and
can be leased by section. Call 753-2905 or
293-8595.

1 mile

5-PARTY
YARD SALE
1 MILE OUT ON 94E,
MAPLE WOOD
CIRCLE
FRIDAY 24TH &
SATURDAY 25TH
7:00-2:00
Lots of teen girls
clothes, computers,
misc household
and lots more
Something for
everyone

Room For SIM

west of Kenlake
Resort

Fri. & Sat.

YARD
SALE
1634
MILLER
STREET
FRI & SAT
7:00-?
BIG YARD
SALE

Furniture, X-box
games, VHS
tapes, home
interior, baby
clothes and
baby toys.
3 PARTY
GARAGE SALE
2186 121 NORTH
AT ROBERTSON
RD. & 121 NORTH
JUNE 23-35
8AM-4PM OR
UNTIL SOLD OUT.
Refrigerator,
microwave, TV, bedroom suite, furniture,
smoker, fish cooker,
vacum, etc.

GARAGE SALE
RAIN OR SHINE
2395 WISWELL
RD, NEAR
OAKS RD.
30" Cook Stove
& hoods,
fireplace logs.
microwave.
drapes, Avon,
clothes, cookware & much
more.

N BIG YARD SALE
408 NORTH 5TH
STREET
FRIDAY 24TH &
SATURDAY
25TH
6AM-NOON
Name brand
clothes, accessories, home decor,
and small furniture.
Flea Market
Closeout!

4-FAMILY
YARD SALE
410 SOUTH
16TH AND
SUNSET
FRI & SAT
JUNE 24 & 25
6:00 AM-?
Clothes, furniture, computer,
home decor, too
miirsh tn iict
5-FAMILY
YARD SALE
94E TO FAXON
RD, 2ND HOUSE
ON RIGHT.
FRI & SAT
8:00-1:00
Exercise equipment, clothes,
toys, furniture,
kitchen items &
misc. Cheap.

GARAGE
SALE
JUNE 23 & 24
Thurs & Fri
7-4
5513 ST AT
121 N
Blue canning
jars. Seasonal,
hosehold, crafts,
table & chairs

FREE PALLETS
Loading Dock of Murray Ledger & Times

First Come • First Serve
Plow

No Phone Colts

FOR Sale Lot: Oak Dr.
Lynn Grove, 0.432
acres, chain link fence
in back. Murray Natural
Gas and Water. Call
435-4788 759-8700
LOT *13 in Bethel
Estates Subdivision on
Bethel Church Rd. .699
acres. set up for mobile
home, has septic system. $8,900. Starks
Bros. Mobile Homes 1800-455-3001

rum-

52 acres located on
Faxon Rd. Heavily
wooded with some
pine, some hardwood
Ideal for hunting or
secluded living. Could
be divided into smaller
tracts, $49,590. Call
Kopperud Realty 7531222 for details MLS#
26018

Homes For Sat
2 bedroom A-frame
house on 497 oft 94E
By Kentucky lake.
$15,000
Joe (270)
853-4517
2 bedroom brick house
located at 110 Hickory
Drive
Priced
at
$68.000. Call 7594188.
2 story cedar house.
48R. 38A. 2 car
garage. steel building.
work shop, pond, dock
& gazebo. 1.7 acres
753-2850 after 5PM
20 beautiful acres
House close to
Murray. Former
Pets. Pals, and
Pumpkins location
753-9075.
227-2193
with
vertical
28R
duplex behind Great
investment. $65.000.
270-753-4109. 270227-1545
CANTERBURY
Subdivision,
1553
Oxford
Dr.
48R,
2,58A, LR, DR. K. den,
utility room, bonus
room for kids. 30x36
garage tenced backyard. approx. 3,700
sq.ft. city school district. 759-1506. 2934183

2000 Toyota Sienna
van CE. 49K miles.
Excellent
condition,
one owner. 761-2356
s00
Used Trucks
03 white GMC Sierra
SLT Loaded with tan
leather, XM stereo
speakers, towing package. 31,000 miles
$22.000
270-7537300
'97 Dakota extended
cab, loaded. 65.000
miles, onginal owner,
$6.995 OBO. 270-7535231 Don.
1994 Chevy Z71 pickup truck. New motor.
new trans, new shocks,
belts. p.w., p.I.. automatic, etc. $5,500. Call
759-3349 after 6PM or
leave message
510

Campers
1998 Jayco Designe
5th wheel. 37tt. 3 slide
outs, excellent condi
hon. 753-4882
'95 25' Prowler RV pull
Fully loaded, clean
ready to go Lots of
extras
Must see'
$6,500 OBO 753-0181

WATER'S Edge RV
Park and Manna 10
miles outside Murray
on Blood River and
Kentucky
Lake
Covered and uncovered slips available
Call 270-436-5321
1972 15 foot Cutter,
fiberglass boat. motor
& trailer, $300 2270472
iliticas Mond
436-2867 Joe Lamb's
Mower Repair Tune-up
specials. Work guaranteed, tree pickdelivery.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages. guttert.
Sink & tree work
4924888 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
Roofs, all types. 29 veers expetionce. Cal
Carlos.

MR.

HELP WANTED

ANNOUNCEMENTS
*ADVERTISERS: You
can place a 25-word
classified ad in 70
Kentucky newspapers
for as little as $225
with one order, one
payment For information. contact the classified department of this
newspaper or call KPS
1-502-223-8821
*COMPLETE DIRECTORY OF KENTUCKY
is
NEWSPAPERS
available for $25 from
Press
Kentucky
101
Association,
Lane,
Consumer
Frankfort, KY 40601
Pnce includes shipping
and handling

YOU
*ARE
Enthusiastic,
Determined, Energetic,
Personable, Up for a
challenge? If so, you
may be who I am looking for! We have an
entry level opportunity
for you to represent us
in the Lexington market
as a New Business
Account Executive for
our community newspaper. We offer Salary
+ Commission. PTO
days, excellent benefits
and 401k. Will train
person.
right
the
Please send resume
with cover letter to. Ad
Director PO Box 4300
Winchester, KY 40392

Murray Ledger & Times

CLASSIFIEDS

48• Thursday, June 23, 2005

*Driver- 50% drop &
hook- No touch freightAverage 2500 miles
weekly- 48 hours home
weekly- Happy Father's
888-346-4639Day!
www knighttran s.com Class-A CDL/ 6 months
OTR.
•Dnver- Average 553K
yeas Excellent benefits.
Recent grads welcome
New pay increases and
bonuses for 2005 $0
down lease purchase
available Call 1-866804-9334. www.transportamenca.corn
Covenant
*DriverExcellent
Transport.
Pay & Benefits for experienced drivers, 0/0,
Solos. teams & graduate students. Bonuses
paid weekly. Equal
Opportunity Employer.
888-MORE-PAY (888667-3729)
Owner
*Driver:
Operators Needed. Can
you use $1.10-$1.14
average per mile per
week? No forced dispatch. Call Max @ T&T
1-800-511-0082

*Heartland thinks all
OTR drivers deserve
more PAY' So we offer
MORE! 1 year expen
once makes $ 43rtnile
and more experience
makes more' Heartland
1 -800-441 Express
4953 WNW., heartlandexpress Carll
*Look! Career. Future,
Money. Train with the
best to drive for the
16 day CDL
best
Training with lob placement Lodging Included
Call Today 1-800-3989908
*Need a Job? CAST'
No experience? No
problem! No credit
check No monthly payment. Immediate benefit
package. Now hiring in
your area. 1-877-4438289
*Owner Operators! 90
cpm Loaded & Empty!
Plus 3 cpm bonus! Plus
100°c fuel surcharge!
Benefits' Call David at
Distributors
National
1-502-523Leasing
0714

David's Cleaning
Services
"We Specialize in Cleaning'.

PARKER EXCAVATING
New Concord, KY
Bruce Parker
(270) 293-3252
(270) 436-2969

*Vinyl Siding & Fencing 'Mobile Homes
*Brick 'All External Cleaning
.Acid Cleaning Available
*We Use Hot Water 'Parking Lots & Driveway,
David Borders
(270)527-7176 or (270) 293-0939

inmd

I'•'1

DOZER-TRACKHOE-TRUCKING

TOPSOIL, BANK GRAVEL,
WHITEROCK, DEMOLITION
LISCENSED & INSURED
10 YRS. EXPERIENCE

UGLY ROOF STAINS

A WA Y. Roof-Brite

()I II k

Services Oltenia

Services Offend

DOZER WORK
INSTALL & REPAIR
SEPTIC SYSTEMS &
GRAVEL HAUUNG.
Public Of Contract
Contact at 270-7539503

Rubbish
JUNK/
Roinoval.Spnng cleaning, clean out attics,
garages, yard waste,
etc. (270)489-2583

RESICOM
Contractors, LLC.
Residential
Commercial. Custom
concrete countertops,
metal roofs, pole barns,
Insurance
decks.
claims welcome. 270227-2115, 270-4365764
SIMMONS'S Carpentry
8 Handyman work
Free estimates Call
767-0958 and 270519-8570
WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding, Addition, and
Remodeling. Quality
Work. Over 30 Years
Gerald
Experience.
Walters. 753-2592.
YARDS to mow. Free
estimates (731)2476189

Hudson
LAYTON
Officer:
*Detention
Since 1968
hauling & backhoe
Arizona.
Phoenix,
Makers
ASK ABOUT LIFETIME WARRANTY
DREAM
753-4545, 767-0213
County
Hottest Mancopa
*America's
New
Construction.
Office.
LEE'S Carpet
Opportunity- Own your Sheriffs
270-748-5449
construction,
home
Excellent
Cleaning
own- Dollar Stores $14.99/hr
remodeling and fram72-7003
COM
wWW
1-888-2
ARBROOF
"since 1971"
(www.dolarstoreser- benefits. No experience
ing. 25 years expenContact
*Carpets *Upholstery
vices.corn)- Discount necessary.
ence in commercial
Stores 602-307-5245, 1-877*Emergency Water
Party
and residential buildor
Removal *Quick
(www.dpstores.corn)- 352-6276,
Services 011ered
ing. Free estimates.
800
Drying
$1 99 Jewelry Botique www.mcso.org.
Call Tony Duncan:
Free Estimates
(www.199iewelrystore- vacancies, including
CONCRETE finishing
(270)753-3822 or 853APPLIANCE &
"Got Dirt'?"
services.com)- Mailbox civilian positions.
Driveways, sidewalks. 4848
"Star Transport Needs
ELECTRICAL REPAIR
753-5827
Stores (www.themall- *Equipment manufacetc 752-0500, 759FUTRELL'S Tree
*Drivers. A number of inexperienced drivers.
boxstores.com) Think turer seeks ESTIMA3229
HUGHES
B.
CHAD
competia
Service
carriers offer
Home most weekends.
Christmas, Start Now! TOR to conceptualize
removal,
tive OTR lob, but we go Peterbilt trucks, Shared
Trimming,
Mower
22 YEARS EXPERIENCE
MOODY'S
CUSTOM Tractor.
From $45,900. 1-800- solutions and prepare
further! Start from 40 to tuition Good starting
stump grinding, fire(270) 226-9398
Repair pick-up & delivwork tilling, blade
829-2915. 1-800-518- estimates. Experience
FREE kittens 293
an pay. Food and lodging
with
42 cpm
wood. Insured. 489(270)492-8191
er. 753-5668
work, bush hogging.
skills
3064
5423
CAD
and
14a
truck,
1-800-455assigned
provided
2839
Free estimates Gerald
Flexible
FREE kittens. 753*Distributors needed. required.
day get-home guaran- 4682
APPLIANCE REPAIR
L Carroll, owner 492GARDEN of Eden
‘sphaill l'av ing 3519
benegreat
schedule,
Full-time
part-time,
tee and impressive benSERVICE & PARTS 6159 or 293-0163
Lawn Care. Mowing.
I onimervialilit.idvniial
opportunity! NASCAR fits. hregriffinusa.com efits. And most impor(270) 293-8726 OR
trimming, hedges &
Seal(.1patieig.
17347,
Box
collectible and game PO
other
have
530
tantly- you
759-5534
trimmed
bushes
Sniping. battling.
route. Service 1-2 Louisville, KY 40217 choices if an OTR job
Services Offered
DAVE'S Lawn Care
Chuck Van Buren
sAsItsaitifiti.
Gutters cleaned out,
days/ month and make EOE.
just isn't right for you $0
One free mowing
11111 RIO rs P%%151,
leaf removal. landscap&
BACKHOE
big profits! $12,000 •Get Paid to shop! Join down lease option if ALL CARPENTRY
servicother
& lots of
759-415111 • 75.4-1537
ing. 489-2689 or 1-888TRUCKING
investment required. the world's largest you've always wanted Remodeling, additions,
es Free estimates
489-2689
ROY HILL.
Shopping to be a business owner. porches, decks, sun
Call 1-800-854-2382 Mystery
227-0480
gravel
system,
Septic
today! but thought you didn't rooms, roofing. vinyl
for interview
Company
PAYTON LAWN CARE
li.H. CONSTRUCTION
white rock
DNJ HANDYMAN
Flexible, fun & free to have the credit or cash. siding. mobile home
Mowing
BUSINESS
436-2113
roofing, int/ext
We do all the odd lobs
loin. Apply now at: well get you started repair, sagging floors,
Landscaping.
PROPERTY TO
Track
&
work
Dozer
sidtime
vinyl
have
rcornexec
don't
painting,
you
www.gapbusle
with financing and low termite & water damFertilizer and Light
RENT
hoe
for.
ing, comae e work
payments. age. Larry Nimmo
Back hoe Work
Licensed monthly
office *Needed*Professional
Ask about our painting
or
Contracting opportuni- (270)753-9372
CARPORTS Starting
Free estimates
270-436-5507 Home
space for rent in Property & Casualty
special
at $675. installed. Roy
759-1873 • 556-5736
Service ties OTR Contracting (270)753-0353
270-293-7717 Cell
Frankfort. Just off US Customer
293-5438
no
13.
feature
(270)436-21
options
Hill
tative.
Represen
1-64.
near
127
and
700 Competitive salary & forced dispatch
Approximately
settlements
weekly
square feet on second benefits. Please fax
over $1 per
floor, private bath. clos- resume to 859-254- averaging
your
maintain
You
mile.
9660
ets. $600 per month,
plus
independence
at the difference a day can make.
includes water/sewer. *Online Jobs... eBay
for
BIRTHDAY
have the security of a HAPP1
electric. gas. Call 502- workers needed. Come
Suddenly everyone seeks you
2005:
24,
June
Friday,
partner.
stable
223-8821.
out. You get an important call
work with us online.
in
roles
done. A few tricks later, declarer
Hundreds of dedicated Others play significant
West dealer.
your
Use
someone at a distance.
Weekly.
from
$$$
BUSINESS
ruffs dummy's six of clubs, felling
sites having this many your year. You interact better
East-West vulnerable.
you
What
lap
or
network.
and
computer
Socialize
own
SERVICES
West's queen and establishing
NORTH
dedicated customers with individuals than with
Just
Tonight:
experience
top. No
say delights others.
dummy's nine of clubs as a trick on
•K J
$195,
more dedicated groups. You have a way of drawmeans
*Divorce
necessary. 1-800-693don't be alone.
which South's diamond loser can be
K Q 74
$195.
Incorporation
lobs. Most JB Hunt ded- ing others to you, especially in
9398 ext. 1862
discarded, and the contract is home.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
•A K 7
Your alternative to
icated drivers average
The villain of this tale is East,
public. Sometimes you might *** A partner or co-worker has
49643
expensive legal fees! *"Sales Reps" Sales in excess of $40k per
who should not have played the ace
EAST
pushy or
WEST
point of view. Let
strong
charge
very
in
a
those
find
per
$7,000
Managers
or
year and are home
1-800-303-1170
of clubs at trick two, but should have
•8 6 5 2
46A 10 7 4 3
this person pitch in and help,
1-800-252- aggressive. Don't worry; their
ncdproservice @ aol.co week is what our Top weekly.
led a low club instead! If he had, the
V 62
V5
out
clear
only
will
you
because
Sales People earn! 4868. We have a driving intentions are good. You also
contract would base failed.
3
9
Q
•
.1
2
4
•
8
more work that way. Your assets
successful opportunity that's right might become more assertive in
Highly
After declarer follows with the
41.A K 8 7
4.Q 102
COMMERCIAL
and talents mergedU together
Co. for you; call to loam the public arena. You have a
National
five ofclubs at trick one. East should
SOUTH
PROPERTY
could be very powerful. Don't
Expanding. Will Train more about Jobs in your
conclude that it is impossible for
•Q9
great deal of security. Others
•For Sale-- Two-Story Call Jay 1-800-685West to have started with four clubs.
spend money before you get it.
W A J 10 9 8 3
area! EOE. Subi to D/S. back you. If you are single, you
brick office building in 8004
since he would have led the queen
•10 6 5
Tonight: Buy favorite munchies
Accepting will want a special person in
*Driversfrom the Q-1-10-2. Nor can West
Frankfort, near I-64/US
•I•J 5
on the way home.
Shoppers Trainees! 16 day CDL!
•Secret
have held the Q-1-2 or J-10-2, since
or she could arrive
bidding:
He
The
127. Approx. 2300
life.
your
22)
-Oct.
23
(Sept.
LIBRA
Needed. Pose as cus- No money down. stuhe would have led an honor card in
South
East
North
West
You
or
square feet. Internet
October.
romance,
after
***** You have
tomers for store evalu- dent financing! Tuition any time
case.
either
V
4
Pass
NT
I
Pass
conferLarge
wired.
on
ations. Local stores, Reimbursement avail. might not find someone as spe- at least some special plans,
Therefore, West's deuce-of-clubs
Opening lead - two of clubs.
ence room, seven indisomeone's
let
Don't
mind.
your
II
more
for
lead was either a singleton or low
restaurants & theaters. Job placement Asst. cial as this person
Cards tell a story, but it is somevidual offices. 4 halffrom precisely the Q-I0-2. A low.
provided. Call Mon-Sun 1-800- years. If you are attached, demanding nature toss you into
Training
to understand exactly
difficult
times
baths, kitchenette. Part
and
power,
your
Claim
return covers both possibilities
club
chaos.
a
in
particular
saying
arc
they
what
Flexible hours. Email E03-0171 xA-50
late
romance revives your bond
of office building comadequately, and it is therefore the
don't allow others to push you.
deal. Take this case where it would
required. Call now! 1of
plenty
Schedule
fall.
this
Miles
plex. For sale by
correct play.
be easy for anyone to go wrong.
You don't always need to be the
ext. *Drivers- CDL-A
800-585-9024
Immediate
The number of hands where this
owner.
and Money! Start up to downtime together. AQUARIUS
West does not have a clear-cut
nice guy. Tonight: Spice up your
6351
type of card reading is possible --occupancy. Call 502.39 cpm. Outstanding understands you.
opening lead against four hearts, so
MISCELLANEOUS
especially on the opening lead - is
let's say he leads the club deuce. East
Guaranteed
223-8821 8am-5pm Mmiles.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Mechanic*Airline
remarkably large. To be a good card
wins with the king and continues
F
Solos, The Stprs Show the Kind of
hometime.
*** You might want and need
detective, one should be willing to
Rapid training for high Teams,
with the ace. South producing first
Owner
FINANCIAL
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; to head home as early as you
expend the relatively small amount
paying career. FAA pre- Operators
the five and then the jack.
wanted!
of energy it takes to try to figure
Too late, East realizes that his part•SSCASHS$ dicts severe shortage. Marten Transport, Ltd. 4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; can. If you must bring a project
things out. Bridge is not for the lazy
ner led from the Q-10-2 and shifts to
home, do so. You also might
Immediate cash for FAA Approved. Job
-Difficult
1
800-395-3331
mind.
a diamond, but the damage is already
have a lot to do around the
structured settlements, placement assistance.
drivers
Flatbed
*Driversa
about
worry
Don't
house.
suit,
law
annuities,
AIM (888)349-5387
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
change in routine. Tonight: Make
mortgage notes & cash • Attention and Trainees needed. **** You can breathe a sigh
regional
Dedicated
dinner easy.
flows. JG Wentworth Homeowners: Display
is
it
because
of relief, partly
runs. Great benefits and
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
#1 1-800-794-7310
homes wanted for vinyl equipment. Start up to Friday, but also because the
21)
Mortgage siding, windows, roofs.
Moon is in your sign, highlighting
*Free
40 cpm. Call 1-800-992***** Someone you like or a
you. You have the energy and
Analysis!! Refinance. Easy credit terms. No
7863 x126 or apply
run. In fact, child could be very assertive
home
a
hit
to
drive
reduce monthly pay- payments until 2006. online
www.mcelabout what he or she wants.
ments, pre-qualify for a Starting at $99 month. roytrijcklines.com
invite others to get together for a
NEW JOHN DEERE
Respond, but don't rain on this
Call Call 1-800-251-0843
home.
new
game of ball or just for fun.
call!
the
Make
1108 LAVvN TRACTOR
*Driversperson's parade. Having time
the
of
Kentucky
the end
Southern
*Earn Degree online $3,000 Company Driver Tonight: Celebrate
with you means more than you
Mortgage today it from home. 'Business
week.
JOHN DEERE
realize. Plug your ingenuity into
270-782-3755!! .Apply •Paralegal 'Computers. Bonus. Pre-Pass Plus. TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
iNING RUNS LIRE A DEERE'
your day, especially your converonline at www.south- Job placement assis- No NYC/ Canada. No *** Your instincts serve you
1
Unloading.
dinLoading/
over
Chat
Tonight:
sations.
ernkentuckymort- tance. Computer &
well with bosses and those in
yr OTR, 22 y/o. CDL-A
ner.
gage corn
Financial aid if qualify. required. Call: 1-800- power. Be careful how hard you
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
push. Are you holding in some
8 6 6 - 8 5 8 - 2 1 2 1 848-0405
point of
anger? Use care then. Your effi- *** Come from a basic
www.tidewatertechonview. You might need to make an
0/0s*DriversSantee Offered
everyone
As
emerges.
ciency
line.com
Independent Express! hops into his or her weekend, investment or a major repair on a
TRUCK DRIVERS
Tree
Choose load & home- you might still be working. property or your home. Don't forLambs
A-1
HELP WANTED
get to check in on an important
time. $2.500 Sign-on Tonight: Don't count on an early
Service: Hauling, JunkFlatbed
Dnver- $2750 Sign On bonus!
nt or project. Your
commitme
cleanup, gutter cleannight.
+Orientation Pay +Earn Company drivers- up to GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
responsibilities call. Tonight:
ing. 436-2867
up to $49.000 1st year 45 cpm, top UP! Call **** Your mind is on distant Treat yourself to something speA-1 Stump Removal
Dental, today! Boyd Bros. 800+Medical.
cial.
437-3044
places and probably some fun
CDL-A/ 6 543-8923. www.boydVision.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
happening. If you can, get out of
months OTR 877-687- bros.com
in your sign
what you are doing as soon as ***** The Moon
ASPHALT
5627 (7 days/week)
your natcausing
you,
energizes
and
heart
your
Follow
possible.
SEALCOATING
JDC Logistics.
*Drivers, Over the road.
careful
Be
to
emerge.
traits
ural
positivemind. Others greet you
*Commercial
35 states. Flat w/sides,
how you deal with others. You
ly. Use your imagination wherev*Residential
late model conventionmight be a lot more brash or
er you are. Tonight: Relax to
Free Estimates
als. 3 years experience.
than you realize. See
assertive
TRAVIS
some good music.
$2,000 sign on bonus.
the big picture. Tonight: Just ask.
(June 21-July 22)
SEALCOAT1NG
CANCER
Start .34c-.38c mile
Deal with a partner, espe- PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
(270) 753-2279
Call ***
+benefits.
You might
cially if it involves a public or pro- ** Take your time.
PAINTING. 767-9037
(800)444-6648
have a strong feeling about what
fessional commitment. You might
want to get feedback from this to do financially. Take a risk while
honoring your limits. You need to
person more often. You will be
or
coming from a secure place, resist overspending. A partner
pitches in with an
especially with an investment. friend
expense. Tonight: Curl up at
Tonight: Say thank you nicely.
home.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** You might be surprised
CHECK OUT THIS OFFER AND MORE
wWW JOhnDeer, COM,Mow,',
AT YOUR DEALER TODAY!
BUSINESS
OPPORTUNMES

EL

Check
us out
on the
Web!

Horoscopes

by Jacqueline Blgar

Contract Bridge

Cards Always Tell a Story

Read the Classifieds
ONLY S1,599'

STILL AVAILABLE........
1X1 CONSITENCY AD.
ONLY $75.00 PER
MONTH. CALL
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

FOR DETAILS

(270) 753-1916.

ENJOY JOHN DEERE
VALUE AT A $1,599 PRICE.
GET MORE THAN YOU PAID FOR
WITH THE NEW L108 LAWN TRACTOR

„
.LIED
HOME MORTGAGE
CAPITAL CORPORATION

MURRAY HOME & AUTO INC.
972 CHESTNUT ST.
MURRAY, KY 42071
(270) 753-4110

AMERICA'S LARGEST COAST-TO-COAST • NOW IN MURRAY
• Been told "no" by others? Give us a call or come by our office!
• We have programs that allots us to say "yes"
to your home purchase or refinance.
• Call or come by today for your free pre-approval!

200 Poplar St. • Murray, KY
Phone 270-753-7665 or Toll Free 888-246-4093
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Diet won't curb the
desire to smoke
DEAR DR.GOTT:I recently heard on television of a
remedy to help people stop
smoking. It involved taking
one 8-ounce
glass
of
orange juice
and 1/2 teaspoon
of
cream
of
tartar each
night for 30
nights, at
bedtime.
Dr. Gott Have you
ever heard
of this conBy
Dr. Peter Gott coction, and
how does it
curb a desire for nicotine?
DEAR READER: It does
not curb a desire foi nicotine,
because this tobacco ingredient is highly addictive, despite
what the executives of tobacco companies have testified.
More appropriate therapy
includes nicotine gum (now
available without a prescription), nicotine patches or referral to a support group, such
as SmokEnders.
DEAR DR. GOTT: It boggles my mind to think that in
the infinite wisdom of modern-day medicine, nothing can
be done other thati pain medication and rest for a person
suffering from deteriorating
discs in the back. Diagnostic
testing and orthopedic consults
for me have been unrewarding. There must be someone
somewhere who knows of a
helpful procedure.
DEAR READER: Deteriorating (herniated) discs between
the vertebral bones in the back
can press on spinal nerves and
cause unremitting, severe pain.
Although many people with
this type of sciatica can be
helped by rest, analgesics,
spinal manipulation, physical
therapy, special exercises,
steroid injections and other
techniques, some patients may
require corrective surgery. A
qualified neurosurgeon or ortho-
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Daughter's night terrors may LookingBack
be more than just bad dream
IS years ago

pedic specialist, using X-ray
tests or MRI scanning, should
be able to determine if your
pain could be relieved by an
operation.
If you've run up against a
brick wall so far, I suggest
that you seek referral to specialists in a teaching institution or university hospital. Modern medicine does, indeed, offer
many types of therapy for afflictions such as yours; there is
no reason for you to live in
constant pain.
To give you more information, I am sending you copies
of my Health Reports "Managing Chronic Pain" and "An
Informed Approach to Surgery."
Other readers who would like
copies should send a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope
and $2 per report to Newsletter, P.O. Box 167, Wickliffe,
OH 44092. Be sure to mention the title(s).
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a
45-year-old black female. Over
the past five years, I've developed small white spots on my
stomach and thighs. They don't
hurt, but why are they there?
DEAR READER: I don't
know. You should see a dermatologist for diagnosis. Depigmented spots can follow skin
inflammation, such as eczema,
or may appear without warning in conditions such as vitiligo, a harmless skin disorder
of unknown cause.
The dermatologist can recommend therapy, depending on
the source of your skin problem.

Doctor Gott is a practicing physician and the author
of the new book "Live Longer,
Live Better: Taking Care of
Your Health After 50" (Quill
Driver
Books,
www.quilldriverbooks.com).
Copyright 2005, Newspaper Enterprise Assn.

DEAR ABBY: I have never
written you before, but after
reading the letter from the
woman who said her 11-yearold daughter "sometimes gets
scared
at
night
and
thinks she
hears voices
and someone walking
near
her
room," I had
write.
to
When
my
Dear Abby younger sister was her
age,
she,
By Abigail
too, would
Van Buren
get scared at
night
and
hear
people
walking/talking outside her
room when there weren't. It
became so bad she could hardly get to sleep at night.
Our mother took her to the
doctor to be examined, and he
discovered that her thyroid
gland was severely overactive.
Once her thyroid hormone was
returned to normal ley;els (not
a quick or easy proitess), her
hallucinations stopped and have
not returned. We were lucky
she was diagnosed before she
suffered any long-term effects.
Please urge that mother to have
her daughter evaluated by a
medical professional ASAP to
rule out any physical or psychological causes. -- R.N. IN
OKLAHOMA
DEAR R.N.: I agree that
if the girl's symptoms persist
she should be evaluated by a
doctor, but not necessarily for
the reason you stated. Several readers wrote to point out
that the girl, whose father was
fanning her fears, may be being
molested by him. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: For three
years straight, the "technique"
described by the mother of
that young girl was identical
to the concealment of incest
perpetrated by my former husband.
Such behavior is the last
thing a wife or mother ever.
suspects,even when she should.

I was lucky; I walked in on
it. I agree that the writer's
husband is playing a mind
game with his wife and daughter.
1 noticed my former husband's absence from our bed
and failure to return, and one
night I went looking for him.
I found him lifting our 12year-old from her bed while
touching her inappropriately.
My daughter was whimpering,
not fully conscious, and he
was apparently talking to himself.
I wordlessly lifted her from
his arms, placed her back in
bed and remained with her for
the rest of the night -- while
checking on the other girls
and my husband's whereabouts.
There may, indeed, BE a
nighttime intruder, Abby -- the
husband. Such men, if the child
is awake enough, will not hesitate to threaten to kill the mother if the child "tells." Same
old script, not much variation.
-- WISER NOW IN HAWAII
DEAR WISER NOW: Your
letter is chilling. Thank you
for sharing your experience.
DEAR ABBY: Please tell
that woman if her husband
insists on scaring her by implying there might be an intruder in the house, to ask him
ONCE to do a walk-through
to see if the house is secure.
If he refuses and says he's
going to sleep, tell him OK - that you'll just call the police
and tell them your husband
said there might be an intruder on the premises and ask
THEM to go through the house.
guarantee the first time
she has to do it, it will be
the last time he pulls that
stunt. What he's doing is a
power play. He's trying to control them. But if she takes the
ball out of his court, then he
won't be able to play! -- A
COP'S SISTER
•••
Dear Abby is written bv
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips.
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Jeremy E. Vaughn of Dexter has enlisted for three years
in the United States Army. He
will receive training as a field
artilleryman. He is a graduate
of Calloway County High
School.
Murray City Council has
appointed Jim Baurer to the
Murray-Calloway County Parks
Board; Mark Hunt and Geri
Reed to the Murray Tourism,
Hotel and Motel Association;
and Jim Vaughn to the Murray Tourism Commission.
Mrs. Sylvia Hutson will be
honored at a reception in celebration of her 80th birthday
on June 24 at Hazel Baptist
Church.
20 years ago
Murray Civitan Club and
Murray Cablevision will present a telethon to generate funds
for programs in Murray and
Calloway County that will assist
mentally and physically handicapped persons on Aug. 10.
Jeffrey Allen DeBoer, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Jim DeBoer,
has been designated to receive
an Air Force ROTC four-year
scholarship. He is a student at
Murray High School.
Births reported include a
girl to Keith and Vickie
Williams and a boy to Dale
and Frances Crain, June 21; a
boy to Thomas and Bonnie
Knott, June 22.
30 years ago
Friends and neighbors cut
65 acres of wheat for Rob
McCallon and 50 acres of
wheat for Jerry Bibb on June
21. Fifteen combines were used.
Others helped by driving trucks
to deliver wheat and also in
serving refreshments. McCallon's father, Hoyt McCallon.
died June 26.
One hundred 4-H club members and 11 counselors of Calloway County will leave June

23 to spend a week at the
West Kentucky 4-H Camp at
Dawson Springs.
Published is a picture of
the new officers of the Twin
Lakes 4-Wheeler Club who are
Sonny Hooks, Terry Tatlock.
Joan Gardner, Ray Sims, Lou
Huie and Eddie Huie.
40 years ago
Mrs. Dillard Brew ington, 57.
died June 22 from injuries sustained in a three-vehicle traffic collision that occurred on
the Hazel Highway just south
of Dowdy Truck Stop, according to Calloway County Sheriff Woodrow Rickman.
Marvin Wrather was the
speaker at a meeting of the Murray Rotary Club held at Murray Woman's Club House.
Recent births reported at
Murray Hospital include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Parrish. a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
011ie E. Anderson and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Henry Hutson.
Donna Lassiter and James
Ronald Jackson were married
June 6 at South Pleasant Grove
Methodist Church.
50 years ago
Contractors have been invited by the Kentucky Department of Highways to bid on
six construction road jobs in
Calloway County. Bids will he
let on July I.
Mrs,. D.C. Clanton, Mrs.
N.A. Waldrop and Mrs. Robert
Taylor presented a program on
"Working Toward A World Fellowship" at a meeting of the
Woman's Society of Christian
Service of Hazel Methodist
Church held at the church.
Bro. Norman Culpepper.
pastor of Sugar Creek Baptist
Church, will be the speaker at
the revival at Kirksey Baptist
Church starting June 27. according to the Rev. Otis Jones.
pastor at Kirksey church.

Todaylnilistory
By. The Associated Press
Today is Thursday. June 23, the 174th day of 2005. There
are 191 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On June 23, 1969, Warren E. Burger was sworn in as chief
U.S. justice by the man he was succeeding. Earl Warren.
On this date:
In 1868, Christopher Latham Sholes received a patent for
his "Type-Writer."
In 1888, abolitionist Frederick Douglass received one vote
from the Kentucky delegation at the Republican convention in
Chicago, effectively making him the first black candidate nominated for U.S. president. (The nomination went to Benjamin
Harrison.)
In 1892, the Democratic national convention in Chicago
nominated former President Cleveland on the first ballot.
In 1931, aviators Wiley Post and Harold Gaily took off
from New York on the first round-the-world flight in a single-engine plane.
In 1938, the Civil Aeronautics Authority was established.
In 1947. the Senate joined the House in overriding President Truman's veto of the Taft-Hartley Act.
In 1956, Gamal Abdel Nasser was elected president of Egypt.
In 1967, President Johnson and Soviet Premier Alexei Kosygin held the first of two meetings in Glassboro, N.J.
In 1972, President Nixon and White House chief of staff
H.R. Haldeman discussed a plan to use the CIA to obstruct
the FBI's Watergate investigation. (Revelation of the tape recording of this conversation sparked Nixon's resignation in 1974.)
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Herbie keeps on cruising
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CINCINNATI 7, ST. LOUIS 6

Cards 'Dunn'in by Adam's two clingers

AP Photo
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CINCINNATI (AP) — Adam Dunn led
off two straight innings with home runs and
the Cincinnati Reds overpowered slumping
Mark Mulder before holding on for a 7-6
win over the St. Louis Cardinals on
Wednesday.
Dunn moved into a tie for the NL lead
with his 19th and 20th home runs to help the
Reds improve to 2-0 under interim manager
Jerry Narron, who was promoted from
bench coach on Tuesday to replace the fired
Dave Miley.
Reds starter Ramon Ortiz (3-5) didn't

allow a hit in his first career appearance
against St. Louis until Mark Grudzielanek
led off the fifth with his seventh home run of
the season. Ortiz gave up five hits and three
runs in seven innings for his second win in
his last three starts.
David Weathers pitched 1 2-3 innings of
effective relief before Kent Mercker struck
out Jim Edmonds for the final out in the
ninth for his first save in three tries. The
save was his first since Aug. 27, 2003, for
Atlanta against the New York Mets.
Mulder (8-5), who is 1-4 in his last five

starts after going 7-0 in his previous eight,
allowed season highs of 12 hits and seven
runs in four innings. His previous season
highs were II hits, by the Reds in his 6-5
loss on April 13, and six runs by Cincinnati
and two other teams.
Joe Randa gave the Reds a 1-0 lead by
driving in Rich Aurilia from second base
with a two-out single in the first. Mulder
gave up three hits in the inning, which
matched the total he gave up over seven
shutout innings in the Cardinals' 7-3 win
over the Reds on May 4.

Cincinnati.

Hewitt a feisty hurdle
to Wimbledon title
England
WIMBLEDON,
(AP)— When it comes to Grand
Slam tournaments, Lleyton
Hewitt is the player to beat,
mate.
The feisty Australian has
been eliminated in his past five
major events by the eventual
champion. That should give
journeyman Justin Gimelstob
cause for hope because he'll
face Hewitt in the third round at
Wimbledon.
"He brings a lot of things to
the table," Gimelstob said. "I
have to be obviously firing on
all cylinders and really ready to
go to work."
Hewitt, the 2002 champion,
advanced Wednesday by beating
Jan Hernych 6-2, 7-5, 3-6, 6-3.
He's trying to find a groove on
grass after .missing the entire
clay-court season because of
injuries.
"I can't complain right at the
moment," said Hewitt, seeded
third. "The body feels good."
That's a switch for Hewitt,
who required surgery in March
to remove a cyst from his right
foot. His return to tbstasmara&
then delayed when he fell down
stairs at his home in Sydney.
The tumble cracked two ribs
in his back.
"I was wearing socks," he
said sheepishly. "Had my shoes
at the bottom of the stairs. It was
pretty painful at the time."
Rusty and not yet 100 percent, Hewitt is perhaps a long
shot in his half of the draw,
two-time
includes
which

EAST/WEST ALL-STAR GAME

Taylor Made

defending champion Roger
Federer and Australian Open
winner Marat Safin.
But based on recent history,
one of them will need to beat
Hewitt to win the title.
He lost to Safin in the final in
Melbourne. Last year, he lost to
eventual champion Federer in
the fourth round at the
Australian Open, in the quarterBy MICHAEL DANN
finals at Wimbledon and in the
Writer
Sports
final at the U.S. Open. He lost to
he Calloway County baseball team used an
champion
Open
2004 French
right-hook this past season to upperGaston Gaudio in the quarterficut the opposition right in the kisser.
nals there.
As a team, the Lakers hit .350. In 34
Hewitt won Wimbledon three
games, they mounted 196 runs batted in.
years ago thanks to his outstandBut the left-jab to the one-two punch of Calloway's
ing service return, retrieving
potent offense came from Taylor Thieke's fist.
skills and doggedness. His serve
Recently, Thieke was an unanimous decision — for
has improved since, and he has
obvious reasons — by regional coaches to represent
34 aces in two rounds, including
the First Region at this weekend's East/West Kentucky
15 against Hernych.
Junior All-Star Game, slated for Saturday at the
Hewitt lost the third set when
University of Louisville's Jim Patterson Stadium.
he went 0-for-4 on breakpoint
As good as Calloway's offense was, Thieke was better.
chances. But he finished with 46
The 6-foot-4, 175-pound junior led the team in eight
winners and won 19 of 21 points
offensive categories, including a .765 slugging percentage
at the net.
and a .578 on-base percentage. Batting .490, he scored 42
runs, had 56 hits (including 19 doubles and three home
"I got off to a good start,"
of
runs), drove in 36 runs and stole 10 bases on 11 tries for the
Hewitt said. "I had a couple
2005 Lakers.
lapses, but I was able to concenill
trate when I neede4. to and pay. , -- •Thosoolly vote Thiolin-aidn't receive was from L4lietr
skipper Sieve Smith — only because the fifth-year head
the bigger points well."
coach couldn't vote for his own player.
Hewitt's compatriot, Mark
Thieke will join Heath's Clint Tilford as the First
but
aces
21
hit
sis,
Philippous
two representatives at the All-Star Game.
Region's
lost to the No. 5-seeded Satin 7Austin McCuiston was chosen as an alternate
s
Calloway'
one
Only
6-4.
(4),
6 (4), 7-6
or Tilford not be able to attend.
Thieke
should
other Australian — unseeded
mind, the selection helps solidify how all his
Thieke's
In
in
remained
Wayne Arthurs —
off. For Smith, it's clear why coaches
paying
is
work
hard
the men's draw.
s pick.
unanimou
a
player
his
made
That's a sad state of affairs
kid playing varsity ball as a freshman and sophoa
"Here's
13
for a nation that won
more — and was dangerous at the plate then," Smith said. "Now,
Wimbledon men's titles in 16
as a junior, he's even more of a threat. He's just a tough out."
years from 1956 to 1971.
And he was a tough out for all the pitchers the Lakers faced,
even though they saw quality players onIthe mound during all
their games.
"You can't pitch out to him because he'll go after it. You can't
pitch inside to him because he'll turn on it," Smith said. "He'll sit
dead-red on the fastball, and he'll wait patiently on the curveball.
As a coach, what else are you supposed to do?"
Calloway finished the season runner-up to Heath in the First
Region championship game. The Lakers were 27-7, setting school
records along the way — and earning victories against top-tier
teams like Lexington Lafayette and Evansville (Ind.) Mater Dei.
"The big thing I think a lot of coaches looked at was the schedule that we had and how many No. Is and No. 2s we faced," Smith
said. "The one thing that impressed me the most about Taylor this
year was he was more vocal on the field. He led by example, and
his instincts are as good as anyone — both at the plate and on the

Taylor Thieke is the First Region's
unanimous choice to play in All-Star
game Saturday in Louisville

T

AP Photo

Lieyton Hewitt reacts during his match against Jan
Hernych, of the Czech Republic, at Wimbledon
Wednesday.

Bowling Green
keeps state
tournaments
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
(AP) — The Kentucky girls
Sweet 16 high school basketball
state tournament
will stay in
Bowling
Green at
least
through
Houchens
sponsor
2008,
announced
Industries
Wednesday.
The Bowling Green -based
company also said it would
remain the title sponsor of the
event.
"I don't see this tournament
leaving Bowling Green for a
long time," Bowling Green Area
Convention & Visitors Bureau
Director Gary West said during
a press conference.

The Sweet 16 has been
played in Bowling Green's
Diddle Arena on Western
Kentucky University's campus
for the past six years. The girls
played their tournament in
Richmond for a decade before
that.
Diddle Arena received a $26
million renovation in 2002 and
recently was the site of the
Kentucky home game of the
annual Kentucky-Indiana high
school all-star series.
The Kentucky High School
Athletic Association announced
during the press conference that
the boys and girls state golf tournaments would be played in
Bowling Green through 2009
after this year's tournament in
Paducah.

field."
Thieke is currently playing for the Dulin Dodgers, a 17-under
ball club in Memphis Tenn., and roaming the Southeast with his
mother, Susan.
Although he's spending the summer playing in venues such as
Auto Zone Park and at college sites in Knoxville, Tenn., Jackson,
Miss., Atlanta Ga., and Greensboro, N.C., Thieke expects "some"
butterflies when he takes over at shortstop for the West All-Stars.
"There's games that I get nervous for, and there are others
where I can just go out there and play," Thieke said. "I don't really know how I'll react until I get there, but I'm just going to go
out there and play my game and try to impress some people."

MICHAEL DANN/Ledger & Times Photo

Taylor Thieke will be one of two
representatives from the First
Region on the East All-Star team
Saturday in Louisville.

Smith's patience pays off in form
of First Region coaching honors
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
The building blocks of
happen
don't
success
overnight.
Just ask Steve Smith
In 2001, the Calloway
County baseball head coach
inherited a team of eight
seniors his first year of
coaching and finished a
respectable 19-11.
Decimated by graduation
MICHAEL DANN/Ledger & Times PHoto and stuck with a youthful
Steve Smith was named First foundation, Smith endured a
Region Coach Of The Year earlier 5-14 campaign in 2002, a 7this month. Smith led the Laker 13 season in 2003 and 11-12
baseball team to a 27-7 mark, the effort in 2004.
Those same building
best in school history.

blocks that got knocked
down were put back up,
finally standing firm in 2005
and giving Smith his best
season. The Lakers finished
27-7, nearly doubling their
2004 wins total with the best
record in Calloway County
High School history.
Smith's efforts were recognized by many coaches in
the First Region at the June
11 All-Star game at Graves
County High School, where
the Terre Haute, Ind., native
picked up his first Coach of
the Year honor.
Not long after concluding
his fifth season. Smith was

humble in his acceptance,
adding that the award really
should go to his assistants
and his players. Zach
Hobbs, Dustin Crouch, Ed
Chapman and Mike Thieke
were assistants for a team
that fielded a starting lineup
of only three seniors.
"I've got the best set of
assistant coaches in baseball. We've been playing a
lot of the same kids for three
years now, and things started paying off in dividends
for us," Smith said of the
award. "But I'll gladly turn
111 See SMITH Page 2C
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NBA FINALS-GAME 7

SCOREBOAffni

Spurs, Pistons finish epic series
SAN ANTONIO (AP)- If
there's any poetry in the NBA's
season finale, the league championship will be decided when
Tim Duncan catches a pass on
the wing and turns to face Ben
Wallace one last time.
That's because Duncan's
two-week battle with Wallace
and his teammates has been a
microcosm of the clashing styles
and mentalities at work in the
NBA Finals, which transformed
from a one-sided romp to a
thrilling struggle of wills culminating in Game 7 on Thursday
night.
Duncan is generally considered basketball's most complete
player. and perhaps the most talented power forward ever. But
the two-time finals MVP has
been maddeningly incomplete in
this series, hounded and
harassed into perhaps the worst
playoff effort of his career.
If great players rise to the
occasion of a decisive game, he
must shake Ben Wallace,
Rasheed Wallace and the mental
blocks that have turned him into
just another good player.
Duncan clearly. is aware of
the stakes. He has been dealing
with "a lot of nervous energy."
he said Wednesday..
.11 seems like too long until

the game is going to be here," he
added. "I've never been in a
Game 7 before, and I'm just
excited about it-excited to get
to the floor more than anything.
I think it will be nerve-racking
between now and then."
In most ways, Duncan is the
Spurs: prepared, poised and
resourceful. He's their best player, with skills unmatched by any
big man of his generation, but
despite winning two titles with
David Robinson by his side, he
hasn't achieved any transcendent victories that will go down
in history with his name
attached.
Standing between Duncan
and the basket has been Ben
Wallace. who's nothing less than
the Pistons' soul: savvy, freakishly athletic and always determined to prove his worth to a
league that gave up on almost
every member of his team at
some point in their pasts.
The Pistons have closed on
their second straight championship with frightening speed,
winning three of the past four
games in their quest to become
the third team in NBA history to
rally from an 0-2 finals deficit.
Following Chauncey Billups'
mantra - "If it ain't rough, it
ain't right" - Detroit seems
eminently capable of becoming

the first team to win the last two
games of a finals on the road.
The Pistons face just as much
pressure as the Spurs in Game 7,
but don't count on seeing it.
"I don't get nervous," Ben
Wallace said, dismissively shaking his head. "Never. My teammates don't get nervous. That's
just our team: cool, calm and
collected. This situation definitely puts the pressure on them
to come out and play a big
game. We can just relax and play
basketball, because we already
know we can do what it takes."
The Pistons have rallied to
win three seven-game playoff
series when facing elimination
during the last three years,
Eastern
the
including
Conference finals. Duncan and
the Spurs haven't played a winner-take-all playoff game since
Game 5 of the first round in
2002-and their core has never
played in a seventh game.
"(The 2002 game) was a big
game, but it's nothing compared
to the NBA Finals," Parker said.
"We had so much energy. We
knew we weren't going to lose.
(Game 7) is different."
The Spurs didn't practice
Wednesday, preferring a day of
rest, but their game plan is all
about Duncan. Several players

Haverstock
Insurance Agency
Van Haverstock

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD

Detroit coach Larry Brown
answers a question during
conference
news
a
Wednesday in San Antonio.
The Pistons face the San
Antonio Spurs in a decisive
Game 7 tonight for the NBA
title.

repeated the same strategy: get

the ball to their star early and
often.
-Tim is a two-time MVP in

the finals and has seemingly
always stepped up in big
games," San Antonio's Brent
Barry said. "He certainly doesn't need to shoulder any more
responsibilities than he already
has, but we're going to look to
him (Thursday) night."

COLLEGE WORLD SERIES

Wheeless makes up for error with winning HR
ONIA1-1.A.

Neb. tAP) -

Chance Wheeless' right shoulder hurt so much in the sixth
inning that he couldn't even run
out a grounder.
Three innings later, the Texas
first baseman was able to just
jog around the bases.
Wheeless shook off a sore

Comradery
and smiles....
by Barry Raidt

Portside, the full moon shines its
wide orange reflection on the
water as the boat cautiously navigates south/southeast up into
the Big Sandy river channel. The
shoreline on the starboard side
can be seen in the darkness. I'm
looking for a friend out there
somewhere. broken down, and
running low on battery power.
which means, searching for dim
lights. Then its spotted a few
hundred yards off the bow...a
stern line is tied to the distressed
vessel and the slow tow back
begins. All aboard are relieved
and talk about the past week
Dockside.
Tim Lynch and Fire entertained
tne biggest Friday afternoon and
night crowd yet. A new rule was
made: no shoes on the dance
floor...flip flops were flying. That
night pirates from Cypress
Creek in a black boat docked
quietly at dusk. Nightfish. with
Barnacle Bill and Angela rocked
the dock Saturday. Kyle Burgess
was unable to play Sunday, due
to technical difficulties.
The weather was beautiful all
weekend, the food was fantastic
and the music was great. A cornradery seemed to form with the
crowd of smiles. The ladies
beverages
and
glowed
flowed .another day in paradise.
Nightfish with Barnacle Bill and
Angela will perform again
Saturday. The John Sutton Band
will rock us Sunday.
Pulling back into Eagle Nest
Harbor, we secure the distressed boat and take care of
our gear. All is well.
Keep it between the buoys.
See ya, Dockside.

Eagle Nest
Marina and
Dockside
Restaurant & Bar
Nlurrzn:
11. 121 S.. turn right unto
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shoulder and homered in the
bottom of the ninth to lead the
Longhorns to a 4-3 victory over
Baylor on Wednesday and into
the championship round at the
College World Series.
"Every swing I took that I put
the bat on the ball, it was just
excruciating pain," Wheeless
said.
The win sent Texas (54-16)
into the best-of-three championship series for the second
straight year. The Longhorns,
national runners-up to Cal State
Fullerton in 2004, will play
either Arizona State (42-24) or

National League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
L Pct GB
W
42 30.583
Washington
3
39 33.542
Philadelphia
38 33.535 3 1/2
Atlanta
6
34 34.500
Ronda
34 37.479 7 1./2
New York
Centre! Division
L Pet GB
W
45 26.634
St. Louis
36 34.514 8 1/2
Chicago
32 38_45712 1/2
Pittsburgh
13
32 39 451
Milwaukee
31 39443131/2
Houston
29 43.40316 1/2
Cincinnati
West Division
L Pct GB
W
40 32.556
San Diego
4 1/2
37.493
36
Arizcfia
1/2
5
37.479
34
Los Angeles
9
30 40.429
San Francisco
17
314
48
22
Colorado

Wednesday's Genies
Washington 5, Pittsburgh 4
Cincinnati 7, St. Louis 6
Houston 6. Colorado 2
Atlanta 8. Flohda 0
Philadelphia 8, N Y Mets 4
Milwaukee 9, Chicago Cubs 4
L A Dodgers 6 San Diego 4
San Francisco 4. Arizona 0
Thursday's Games
N Y Mets (Ishii 1-6) at Philadelphia
(Lidle 6-5), 12:05 p.m.
Chicago Cubs (Rusch 5-3) at
Milwaukee (Sheets 3-6), 1:05 p.m.
L.A Dodgers (Dessens 0-0) at San
Diego (Lawrence 4-6), 235 p.m.
Arizona (Webb 7-3) at San Francisco
(Rueter 2-6), 6:05 p.m.
Florida (Willis 11-2) at Atlanta (Sosa 30), 6:35 p.m.
Pittsburgh (D Williams 5-5) at St. Louis
Morris 8-01. 7:10 pm

American League Standings
All l(mes CDT
East Division
L Pct Cie
W
42 29.592
Baltimore
1
41 30.577
Boston
5
37 34.521
New York
36 36.500 6 1/2
Toronto
25 47347171/2
Tampa Bay
Central Division
L Pct GB
W
49 22.690
Chicago
10
31.551
38
Minnesota
1/2
33.52911
37
Cleveland
35 33.51512 1/2
Detroit
24
25 46.352
Kansas City
West Division
L Pet GB
W
42 29.592
Los Angeles
37 33.529 4 1/2
Texas
32 38.457 9 1/2
Seattle
11
31 40.437
Oakland

Wednesday's Games
Tampa Bay 5, N.Y. Yankees 3
Chicago White Sox 5. Kansas City 1
Boston 5, Cleveland 4
Toronto 3, Batt:more 2
Detroit 8, Minnesota 1
Seattle 5, Oakland 4, 12 innings
L.A Angels 6, Texas 0
Thursday's Games
Detroit (J.Johnson 5-5) at Minnesota
(Silva 5-3), 12:10 p.m.
Oakland (Saadoos 3-4) at Seattle
(R Franklin 3-8). 315 p.m
Tampa Bay (Hendrickson 2-4) at N.Y.
Yankees(Wang 4-2), 6-05 p.m.
Baltimore (Ponson 7-4) at Toronto
(Halladay 10-4), 607 p.m.

Patrick upset and
confused by
Ecclestone's comments
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) -

Danica Patrick is upset at
Formula One boss Bernie
Ecclestone and confused by his
comments likening women to
"domestic appliances."
Patrick received a telephone
call from Ecclestone last week
sal
Florida (47-21).
during which he congratulated
Arizona State. led by Erik
the Indy Racing League rookie
Averill's five-hitter on two days'
for her performance at the
rest, beat the Gators 6-1 earlier
AP Photo
Indianapolis 500, but also reiterWednesday. That forced a game
Buck,
remarks he had made durCody
ated
with
s
celebrate
(34)
Wheeless
Thursday night to determine Texas' Chance
4-3 ing an interview at the
Baylor
eliminate
to
home-run
solo
a
hitting
after
left,
which team moves to the chamIndianapolis Motor Speedway.
pionship round that starts in the ninth inning Wednesday at the 2005 College World where the U.S. Grand Prix was
Danica Patrick
Series in Omaha. Neb.
Saturday.
being held.
Wheeless' homer atoned for him," ASU coach Pat Murphy get as many innings as I could
said some of
Patrick
comments
the
Among
his error in the seventh inning, said.
because our bullpen has been a Ecclestone made in the inter- Ecclestone's comments were
which led to the tying and goand complimentary.
The Sun Devils, who came little tired," Averill said. "I just view and to Patrick was that positive
ahead runs for Baylor (46-24).
the exchange more
made
in
and
which
play
dressed
in
all
ball
be
the
should
put
to
tried
"Women
into the CWS with the fewest
Wheeless lost Kenn Kasparek's
it."
of
perplexing.
care
domestic
take
other
defense
all
our
like
let
white
field,
be
in
wins of any team
throw in the sun after the pitcher
"I can't believe that he would
Averill had thrown 76 pitches appliances."
have won three straight after
bunt.
's
Fortenberry
Seth
fielded
of
it to me over the phone, not
say
sense
make
didn't
just
Sun
"I
.
the
of
innings
2-3
5
in
are
losing in the first round, and
One run came home on the play
tournament elimi- Devils' 4-2 win over Tennessee it," Patrick said during an IRL to my face, but directly to me."
NCAA
in
5-0
and Fortenberry ended up on
on Sunday. He threw 113 against teleconference this week."I was she said. "I was a bit confused.
nation games.
third before scoring on Kevin
the Gators, striking out seven surprised. I guess, somebody ... So I don't really know what to
to
help
Averill's outing was a
Sevigny's hit.
would say that to me. And the think about it.
a relief corps that had worked 16 and not allowing a walk.
"I don't know if he was talkArizona State 6, Florida 1
after, when it actually came
days
first
the
tired
little
a
"I
was
1-3 of ASU's 26 previous
were
about someone else or the
ing
people
press,
his
fivethe
threw
in
out
(11-4)
Averill
innings. The relievers were five innings, but then I got a sechitter in 92-degree heat, retiring allowed to stay back at the team ond wind," Averill said. "You asking me 'What do you think of majority or what, I'm not really
sure. Or, maybe that's his real
the last eight batters for his fifth hotel until a half-hour before the never really know how much that?'
what
know
'You
feeling.
was
like,
"I
complete game this season.
until
you
give
your body will
game.
"If that's the case, then you
he told me? He said that on the
"He told me before the game,
"My mind-set going in was to you ask it."
(it) doesn't really matter
know,
phone.'
to
'I'm going nine.' I listened
because I'm racing in the Indy
Racing League."
Last month, Patrick became
the first woman to lead a lap at
From Page 1C
the Indianapolis 500. She finur full-service primary eyecare
ished fourth, the best finish by a
together.
Region
First
a
for
in
back
it
Treatment
&
• Diagnosis
in the 89-year history of
female
Injuries
&
of Eye Disease
championship."
"When you are surrounded the
race.
• Budget & Designer Eyewear
Heath defeated Smith and the around the people I am every
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learn to teach the game. The
though, the Lakers proved it's
not always the best players who way I see it, these kids won 27
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win hut those who work the hest games this year; I lost seven"
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Family Owned & Operated Since 1987
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BETTER BUILT GARAGES, INC.
1-888-852-3451 • 270-674-5530 • Melber. KY

CHECK THESE FEATURES:
A 4 concrete floor reinforced
with wire mesh
B. 12 footing
C. Polyurethane
under concrete
D Anchor bolts in
concrete
E. Treated bottom
FlittyL"
plates
F. Constr. gr.
stods
G 7/16. 0 S B
undersiding
H Masonite. wood or vinyl siding

I Self-supporting 24E:
trusted rafters 2 ft 0.0
J 1/2 plywood/OS B.
K. Seal down shingles
L. Overhang covered
ri-kcIM. Overhead steel
0
door
N. Steel service door
0. 2x4 fascia
aluminum covered
-P 2x10 headers
o 4x4 raised curb

Brandon Auto World

would like to announce the
addition of
Danny Underwood,
of Paris, TN,
to its sales staff!

We offer you FREE Estimates. References and Location
of Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.
COMPARE OUR OUALITY & VALUE
Deluxe Models w/ vinyl siding
Maisie Models w/ hardboard siding
S7.275
56.775 .11/2 CAR (12x201
2 CAR (12x20)
57.975
57.575 2 CAR (18x20)
CAR (18x20)
$8.375
57,995 (22x22)
RGE CAR (22x22)
S8.475
58 075 2 1/2 CAR (24x24)
.
'2"CAR (24,24) .
59.175
58.775 LARGE 2 1/2 CAR (24x30)
4,RGE 2 1/2 CAR (24x30)
510.975
510.575 LARGE 2 11 CAR (24x36)
106) .
•
511.475
$11.075 LARGE 3 CAR (30x30)
ARGE 3 CAR (30,30)
S15.275
514.875 (301'40)
PLUS

OFF-LEVEL LOT - cALL US,

Check us out online for custom-built garages
and portable buildings at www bhgaractes corn

Danny Underwood

ertifleft
- IONS V1111061.1
ME

Danny welcomes all of his
friends and family to visit
him at
Brandon Auto World!

Brandon ElEl
Cadillac • Pontiac • Buick

PRE-OWNED SUPER CENTER
1300 N. 121 By•Pass • Waway .12701 7534311 - MOM 4634311
w w w.locamolommiteworid.com

To sow on vour haw 1111LIPOICS,
conloct sod*
308 Melo M.• 753-5841

TV, radio
COLLEGE BASEBALL
1 p.m.
ESPN - NCAA Division I, World
Series, game 13, teams T13A, at
Omaha, Net, (if necessary)
6pm
ESPN - NCAA Division I, Warfel
Series, game 14, teams IBA, at
Omaha, Net, (if necessary)
GOLF
3 pm.
TGC -PGA Club Pro Ownpionship,
first round, at Kiaweh Island, S.C.
USA-PGA Tour. Barclays Classic.
first round, at Harrison, N.V.
4 p.m.
ESPN2- USGA, U.S. Women's
Open, first round. at Englewood, Cobo
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
1 p.m.
WON - Chicago Cubs at Milwaukee
6:30 p.m.
TBS - Florida at Agents
NBA BASKETBALL
p.m.
ABC -- Playoffs, finale, genie?.
Detroit at San Antonio(V necessary)
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Study alleges faulty graduation rates
By BEN FELLER
AP Education Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
lost states are reporting lofty
nigh school graduation rates that
far exceed reality and mislead
the public about how schools are
performing, a private analysis
found.
The majority of states — 36
of them — say 80 percent to 97
percent of their high school stuients graduate on time, according to state figures provided to
the Education Department.
Those numbers show "rampant dishonesty," said Kati
Haycock, director of The
Education Trust, an advocacy
organization for poor and minority students. The Trust reviewed
the 2002-03 graduation rates
that states had to provide this
year.
A series of independent
analyses shows the graduation
rate across the states is closer to
70 percent, meaning almost onethird of students don't finish on
time — or at all. The nation's
governors have agreed, which
puts their position at odds with
their own state data.
Even President Bush and
Education Secretary Margaret
Spellings have said this year that
:ally 68 of every 100 ninthgraders will graduate on time.
Yet only 11 states put their graduation rate somewhere in the 60
percent or 70 percent range, the
new report finds.
"Every single day we do this,
we further erode public confiJence in the notion that public
educators can be trusted,"
Haycock said. "It deprives the

2
2
1

American public of the one
piece of data they need to get
excited about high school
reform."
Three states and the District
of Columbia reported no graduation rat: data at all.
Under federal law, reading
and math tests are the main way
states must judge student
progress, but high schools must
also count graduation rates.
States are generally allowed to
calculate the rates however they
want, which makes comparisons
across states fairly meaningless.
The Council of Chief State
School Officers plans to help
states come up with a common
system to collect and report
data, said Scott Montgomery,
the organization's chief of staff.
Montgomery took issue with
the report's claim that states are
playing with the numbers, saying, "I think it's a serious mistake to say that states are being
dishonest in the way they're
reporting graduation rates until
we have real, common data to
look at."
The federal government
acknowledges that the lack of
uniformity in graduation and
dropout rates is a problem that
confuses parents and casts doubt
about how well schools are
doing.
An Education Department
task force has recommended
that states track each group of
ninth-graders to determine
whether every student graduates
in four years.
But many states say they
don't yet have systems to do
that, or to distinguish between

students who transfer and those
who drop out. The department is
now studying interim methods
states may be able to use to
improve their reporting.
"We are very concerned that
the graduation data doesn't
accurately reflect what's truly
happening in the states," said
department spokeswoman Susan
Aspey. "The secretary has been
highlighting the magnitude of
high dropout rates as she presses
the case for high school reform.
... It's absolutely vital that states
get the necessary systems in
place so parents and the public
know the true extent of the
dropout problem."
Most states have made a
mockery of the requirement to
raise graduation rates, Haycock
said, as 34 have set goals lower
than the graduation rates they
say they've already achieved.
At least two states, Alaska
and Washington, have begun
estimating their graduation rates

Big Brothers Big Sisters,
BB&T working together
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Special to the Ledger
Big Brothers Big Sisters of
Murray-Calloway County has
announced that it will receive a
$50 donation from BB&T for
each company in Murray and
Calloway County that particibank's
the
in
pates
BB&T@Work Program.
"BB&T has a rich traclitjoe,of
giving back to the communities
where its employees live and
work," said Mitch Coy, satellite
Jirector of Big Brothers Big
Sisters of Murray-Calloway
County. "Contributions receive
throughout this program will go
a long way toward achieving our
ongoing efforts to support.young
people in this community."
"This is a win-win for the
business, its employees, and Big
Brothers Big Sisters," said
BB&T Murray City Executive
Heidi Shultz. "The business is
able to offer a no-cost benefit to
its employees while at the same

Local
News in
your
Local
Paper.
The
Murray
Ledger &
Times.

time Big Brothers Big Sisters
receives a $50 donation when a
presentation is made."
Big Brothers Big Sisters is an
organization that matches adults
with kids who are facing tough
life challenges. Research shows
that youth that participate in the
program are less likely to initiate
illegal drug or alcohol use, have
more positive social attitudes
and relationships, -and show a
marked improvement in their
academic and cognitive skills.
Big Brothers Big Sisters was
selected by Forbes Magazine as
one of its top ten charities, making the publication's "gold star"
list of charities which it believes
are worthy of donor consideration, in its annual survey of 200
large charities.
For information on participating in the BB&T@Work.
contact either Mitch Coy at 7592227 or Heidi Shultz at 7672265.

more accurately, resulting in
lower figures, The Education
•
Trust found.
The group praised those
states for honesty but singled out
others for criticism.
North Carolina, for example,
gets its rate by measuring the
percentage of graduates who
finish in four years. Under that
method, the state reported a
whopping 97 percent graduation
rate. But because only graduates
are reviewed, the state doesn't
count a single dropout.
That will change next year
when North Carolina begins
reporting the percentage of
ninth-graders who graduate on
time, said Janice Davis, the
state's interim superintendent of
public instruction. In the meantime, she said, the state is Wenrawly reporting what it measures, but also is aware that its
measure "is misleading, and that
is our not our intent."

Birds of Prey on display
at Paris Landing Park
PARIS LANDING, Tenn. — Raptors, bluegrass and worship
are part of activities going on this weekend at Paris Landing State
Park, located between Paris and Dover.
Friday night, from 6-8 p.m., the park's hotel lobby will showcase different species of Tennessee's birds of prey.
Saturday, beginning at 7:30 p.m., will be the Summer in the
Park concert series near the Open Air Amphitheater featuring
Grassy Creek bluegrass band. Spectators are asked to bring lawn
chairs and blankets.
At 8:30 a.m. Sunday, the campground amphitheater will serve
a worship service.
Additional Saturday conc,emts planned include the rock of
Chris Sykes on July 2, the David Johnson Chorus July 4: and the
gospel of Ray Mathis, Betty Gooch and Steve Burton.
On July 16, Cruise Control will perform from noon-2 p.m.,
then followed by Master's Call on July 23, and Justin Time's
bluegrass music on July 30.
All concerts are set for 7:30 p.m., with the exception of Cruise
Control.

Peppers Chevrolet
Cadillac
It's Simple - You Pay What We Pay
and Not One Cent More

2005 Cadillac
STS
.64muL,

tits
• Multi-Driver
Memory
Settings
• Heated Seats
•6 Disc CD
Changer
• 17" Wheels

MSRP $43,610

31,99958*

Your Price

Below GM Employee Price

2005 Cadillac
CTS

tios
•Luxury
Package
•Sport
Package

Stock
#GC5036

MSRP $39,285

33,9...

0130*

Your Price

Below GM Employee Price

2005 Chevy
Impala

•Sport Trim
..CD Player
•Power Seat
•Cruise

Stock
#GC5535

MSRP $24,235

Sewing By Steven
Your Price
• Drapery
• Custom Bedding
• Accessories
• Custom Blinds
Now Offering More Than

• Specialty Rods
• Upholstery
• Design Service Available

Richard H. Stout, M.D.
ASTHMA & ALLERGY CLINIC

2005 Chevy

Ivo
• Leather
•3rd Row
Seats
• XM Radio
•6 Disc CD

Tahoe
111111M4PRI

Practice and specialized training dedicated exclusively to
the treatment of asthma, hay fever, sinus diseases. eczema
and other allergic disorders in children and adults.
No Referral Necessary • New Patients Welcome

Murray High School
ir Murray Middle School
• & Murray Elementary
School

Stock
101'5113

MSRP $43,265

3295

45*
4
p
Below GM Employee Price

Your Price

753-7451 • 2957 Hwy. 641 N., Murray, KY 42071

**Surnmor Registration

118,95250*

Below GM Employee Price

1,000 Fabrics Including Silks

Call For Appointment 270-753-6361

Stock
*GC5518

2005 Chevy
Silverado 414

tie*
•5.3L V-8
• CD Player
•Power
Windows

Stock
tGT5425

•S.

MSRP $28,945

Your Price$21,92r

June 29

Below GM Employee Price

12 noon - 3:00 p.m.

tits 2005 Chevy Colorado

June 30

LS Crew Cab

8:00 a.m. - 12 noon

Corm house

rfi

711
Prf

•Automatic
•LS Trim
•Power
Convenience
Package

Stock
#GT5235

Murray Elementary
School Gym

ow*

442

MSRP $23,735

July 19
8:00 a.m. - 12 noon

Your Price

Murray Middle School
Cafeteria
July 19

•
•

18,51105*

Below GM Employee Price

r's
Disclaimer: *Prioe is plus tax, title, license and after manufacture
included.
rebates and factory to dealer incentives. $65.50 doc fee

8:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m

*Class List Posted
*
PTO Booth

Cafeteria/Lunch Information
Transportation Concerns

411 •
.
FINAL REGISTRATION DATES ARE LISTED ABOVE. AFTER
NAL SPACE
JUNE 30 CONTACT THE SCHOOL TO SEE IF ADDITIO
•••
S.
STUDENT
IS AVAILABLE FOR OUT OF DISTRICT

Who tr.11 I f f, ,,1. i't I n t to be boor car or trek k rotrqq.,,,i,
.
it2p5
2420 E. Wood St. 1:7E
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ARTS&ENTERTAINMENT
'A Midsummer Night's Dream' at Playhouse
Love,jealousy, revenge...and a group of
simple folk trying desperately to pull off a
play. Sounds like a typical night at the
depot, eh?
In one of Shakespeare's more delightful
romantic comedies,"A Midsummer Night's
Dream," two pairs of young lovers and a
rustic group of "community theatre" thespians become unwitting pawns in a bitter
domestic dispute between the King and
Queen of the fairies. Mistaken identities,
miscast spells and intense romantic rivalries
ensue with hilarious results in perhaps the
Bard's most accessible work for modem
audiences.
Playhouse Artistic Director Ross Bolen is

extremely excited about the project and said,
"This is, in my opinion, one of the funniest
plays ever written, and certainly the most
accessible piece of Shakespeare for the
modern audience.
"If you've ever been in love, felt the
pangs of jealousy, or made fun of syrupy
romance movies, then this play is for you."
The ensemble cast includes Stacey
Smith, Logan Pierce, Sarah Hines, Shy
Underhill, Arista Underhill, Rachel Ross,
and Chantry Carroll from Murray, Angela
West of Farmington, James McKee and
Thompson Haire from Louisville, Katie
Villanueva and C.J. Houston from Chicago,
Jeremy Osborne of St. Louis, Anna Pearce

MTV networks showing
much of Live 8 concert
The Juggernaut Jug Band

Juggernaut Jug Band
headlines Freedom
Fest Saturday time
While Saturday night will be dominated by the sounds of Trace
Adkins and Buddy Jewell. daytime will be commanded by washtubs. nose flutes and even the occasional jug. as the Juggernaut Jug
Band headlines the Regions Bank Saturday Music Extravaganza.
The self-declared "more fun than music- Juggernaut Jug Band
plays an Up-tempo blend of jazz, blues, ragtime and swing, and features a wild range of accompaniment. All four members not only
sing, but play an assortment of instruments, including kazoo, cans
and mandolin.
Founder Roscoe Goose and The Amazing Mr. Fish were the original band members, and are now joined by Big Daddy T and Smiley
Habanero. Their exuberani music is the result of skillfully conceived
arrangements and unique vocal harmonies.
The music starts at 11:30 a.m. just after the parade.

By DAVID BAUDER
AP Television Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — MTV
and VH1 will telecast eight
hours of the Live 8 concerts on
July 2, the networks said
Wednesday.
The performances, featuring
artists U2, Coldplay, Madonna,
Dave Matthews Band, Jay-Z and
Destiny's Child among many
others, are being held in eight
cities to raise awareness of
poverty in Africa.
The telecast is a repeat performance for MTV, which
showed the Live Aid concerts
two decades ago. Like Live Aid,
the Live 8 performances are
being organized by Bob Geldof.
America Online, which owns
the U.S. rights to the concerts
and will beam them on the
Internet, is also negotiating with
ABC for a prime-time telecast
on July 2 following the cable TV
coverage.
MTV, VH1 and MTV's college network mtvU will be on

the air with the same feed from
noon to 8 p.m. EDT that day,
switching back and forth from
different sites and also presenting packaged reports, like a look
back at Live Aid.
Related networks CMT and
VH1 Classic will air concert
highlights the next day featuring
artists geared to their audiences.
It will be the longest period
MTV has gone live to cover an
event since Woodstock '99, the
network said.
XM Satellite Radio will carry
the
concerts
live
from
Philadelphia, London, Paris,
Berlin and Rome, America
Online also announced on
Wednesday. The Premiere Radio
Networks will also carry concert
coverage and performances tailored to three different radio formats — urban, rock and pop.
Internationally, the MTV,
VH1 and Music Factory networks will show hourly bulletins about the show.

from Paducah, Chris Reaves from
Henderson, Jacob York from Benton, and
Steven Yeager and Haley Kohlenbergtfi
from Hardin.
Midsummer show performances are the
weekend of June 30 to July 3 and the following weekend of July 7 to July 10. Thursday
performances begin at 7 p.m., while Friday
and Saturday evening shows begin at 7:30
p.m. Saturday and Sunday matinee performances will begin at 2 p.m.
Tickets will go on sale June 13, and can
be ordered by calling (270) 759-2199 or 1800-651-1603

Auditions set for'The Hobbit'
Playhouse in the Park will be holding auditions for the upcomi
' :cproduction of J.R.R. Tolkien's fantasy classic "The Hobbit"
ted by Murray resident Grant Kelso on July 5 and July 6 at
house from 6-9 pm.
f you're a fan of'The Lord of the Rings." you need to see how
I began with "The Hobbit," the story of young Bilbo Baggins
an adventure for the ages. Join Bilbo on his great journey to
a group of dwarves reclaim their stolen treasure from a dragnamed Smaug. Witness all of Bilbo's misadventures while on
quest, and see how he came to be in the possession of the one
that brought everyone so much trouble.
Playhouse will need children and adults from all ages (6 and
up) to play the parts of hobbits, dwarves, elves, and men. The
number of actors needed is as yet unspecified, but many parts will
be available. Actors are encouraged to come audition on the 5th
and 6th from 6 to 9 pm at Playhouse in the Park and show their
stuff and help support a wonderful local organization in it's 28th
s‘
season.
Actors are requested to bring a one minute prepaid monologue for their audition, but it is not required. Readings from the
script will also be available for actor's auditions.

PC DOCTOR
Computor Solutions
NI SICK

Services Dtiered
*House Calls.
-Component Upgrades
•Sottware Upgrades
.Repair
•Speed Increases
-General Maintenance
•Home Networks Installed & Set Up
•Virus Removal
*Custom Suitt Computers
•System 8. Network Consulting

PC DOCTOR • Murray
the_p<dottor@shartor.not • 270-226-9577
Member of Chamber of Commerce 8. Rotary Glut

i'LPIPERS TOYOTA ,,Ju! dith Sob?
05 Corolici CE

4 Door Ext. Cab Tundra
•SR5 Package
•17 Inch Alloy Wheels
•Towing Package
• Premium Sound System

Tundra

Peppers Sale Price

'221304*

4

Stk #115484

Single Cab Tundra Stk. i1T5278
• 285 HP V-8
• Automatic

• Power Steering & Brakes
• Tilt Wheel

Peppers Sale Price $

A"

16,934

2005 Avalon XLS

• Automatic
• Power Brakes

•Power Steering
• Tilt Wheel

*
h
$ 13,994 or 2.90
Financing

MSRP

Peppers Sale Price

As Low As
0/*

As Low As

With Approved Credit for 36 Months

2005 RAV4

• 4 000 tff
Sienna Vans Stk. #115614

2005
•Catnry LE
Stk. #TC5596

Highlander Stk. f115654
'Illciaia.71'1

Peppers Sale Price

As Low As 3.9

0 Finandng

With Approved Credit for 60 Months

110/1 *-'

As Low As

•7/0
Finan ing

'Disclaimer, Tax, title and license additional

PEPPERS TOYOTA
TOYOTA

2420 E. Wood St. Lake t-iv,rv

Paris, TN • (731) 642-3900 • 1-800-325-3229
WWW pepperstoyota com
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